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RICHA 
FEEL SAFE, FEEL GOOD
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No matter what your destination or 
surroundings are, you can always trust on          
RICHA® quality. Above all, it is a machine, 
which must be handled safely. As soon as 
the engine starts, the rider and motorcycle 
are united: that’s when you become as 
important as the metallic bird you’re 
driving. This is why we work everyday to 
offer you the best quality from the 
beginning until the end of your journey. 
From a simple ride to work to a life time 
journey, we have all you need to fulfil your 
needs! 

Since 1956, we have been exploring and 
expanding our own experiences in the 
motorcycle apparel safety.

RICHA® and its “R” is meant to be a 
prominent label of quality: consistent in our 
safety approach, we protect your freedom 
while you are enjoying your ride. 
The GORE-TEX® license we got back in 2016, 
gives us a whole lot of new opportunities to 
push our brand to the next level. 
 
“Feel Safe, Feel Good”: a premise we still 
stand for in our every-day challenge to 
improve safety in the motorcycle industry.
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"Since my youngest age, I've been following 
my dad on various tracks, GP events,              
endurance and SBK races. My father also 
always rode bikes and now I also always need 
to ride bikes.

"Ever since my childhood, I have been living in 
the world of motorcycle because of my dad 
and all my entourage."

At the age of 8, Michel Nickmans (ex-rider) let 
me run on several bikes and presented me to 
my current management "Zelos" who made it 
possible for me to live a dream for 2 years in 
the "Ajo Motorsport Academy" Team in the 
CEV- championship but also to run at              
Valentino Rossi's ranch...

Barry fondly remembers a race from 2015 as 
his best to date. "It was when I won the Moto4 
Championship for the first time in Aragon. It 
was a very intense and exciting race and I 
really enjoyed it very much."

"My best race in 2017 was the wild card I was 
given to participate in the European Talent 
Cup at the end of the season with a lot of    
fighting going on from the beginning till the 
end of the race. I loved it!"

His future ambitions are just as clear. "I can 
only think of one thing: being "World        
Champion in the MotoGP class!" As a hero he 
has his namesake Barry Sheene, 500cc World 
Champion 1976 and 77, This is reflected in his 
helmet design."

At school he enjoys sports and when not 
racing, "riding all my bikes." 

"Racing is everything for me and it comes first. 
But I also tremendously enjoy working on a 
bike myself and trying to find the best             
solution to make it go even faster together 
with people and friends who work with me. 
Then on the track I try to give it my best."

About using RICHA brand:

"I am very happy to be able to collaborate 
with a Belgian brand. Belgium is a small    
country and it is important to put all the    
energies in common to bring the Belgian   
motorcycle world into high level sport. 
Richa is a company that provides quality 
equipment for bikers and I am delighted that 
Richa helps me to achieve my goals         
throughout my career.
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FRANCORCHAMPS SUIT

The top novelty of RICHA®, this powerful 1-piece suit combines RICHA® quality materials with the full protection of D3O® protectors 
(shoulder, Powertector® impact protection, knees and elbows). Full-grain racing performance + 1.3 mm cowhide (CE certified), designed 
for the racetrack with the necessary protection. Safety is on all areas of impact! 
Thanks to the partially perforated leather, you’ll feel comfortable even on hot summer days.

• Full grain racing performance 1.3mm cow leather construction

• D3O® protection at shoulders, elbows and knee cups

• External shoulder, elbow and knee sliders 6FRC

46 - 62

€799

RED/BLACK WHITE/RED RED/FLUO YELLOW BLACK/GREY

 
FE

A
TU

R
E

S

RACING • MAN • SUMMER

• Perforated chest, arm and rear panels for ventilation

• Ergonomic stretch and flex zones improve comfort

• Cuff and ankle adjustment zippers

• Detachable inner mesh liner
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• Constructed using high quality premium leather.

• CE armour in the shoulders and elbows.

• Back protector pocket to insert optional back protector.

• Perforations on the collarbone to promote airflow.

• Long and short zip attachment.

• 2 outside pockets and 2 inner pockets.

RED FLUO YELLOW

ASSEN JACKET
RACING • MAN • SUMMER

The aggressive style of this leather jacket proves that everyone can make 
a statement while riding their motorcycles. This jacket offers maximum 
functionality, technical features and comfort. The perforated leather used 
in making this jacket means it can be used in even super warm conditions. 
Also features protection for your shoulders and elbows. Available in long 
version.

WHITE

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

1AS

46 - 66

€349

• High quality leather construction.

• Stretch panelling for comfort and flexibility on and off the bike.

• CE armour on the knees.

• Perforations in the leather to promote airflow.

• Option to add knee sliders.

WHITE

ASSEN PANTS
RACING • MAN • SUMMER

High-quality processed for a long motorcycle life: the sporty Assen combi-
nation pants in a decidedly classic cut. Due to the stretch parts, it offers the 
perfect fit and can be easily connected with the Assen combi-jacket with its 
connection zipper. Available in long version.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

3AS

46 - 62

€299
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IMPACT JACKET

You love fun and fast rides?
This motorcycle jacket will keep you safe, warm and dry, all at the same time. With the slim-fit shape and comfortable stretch fabric it fits 
perfectly around your body, while the 8.000mm waterproof membrane keeps you 100% dry. The Impact jacket provides protection for 
your elbows, shoulders and back, and is chest protection ready if you consider extra safety from D3O®.

• 2-way outer shell highperformance stretch cordura fabric

• Exceptional racing slimfit textile jacket

• Waterproof 8.000mm membrane 2IM

S - 4XL

€279

BLACK CAMO

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

RACING • MAN • ALL SEASON

• D3O® armour in the back, shoulders and elbows.

• Prepared for D3O® armour chest protection

NEW
PRODUCT
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• High quality/ high abrasion resistance cowhide materials with stretch fabric 

• Soft finish of the neoprene collar; Reflex areas on shoulders and back.

• Mesh lining

• D3O® protection for your back, shoulders and elbows.

• Adjustments at the waist and vertical zipper

WHITE

NIKKI JACKET
RACING • WOMAN • SUMMER

The sporty leather jacket for women combines safety and comfort with 
style. Made from the finest Nappa leather with large micro-elastic stretch 
inserts. The D3O® protectors on the shoulders, back and elbows complete 
the safety package. Try this fashionable jacket - it’s like a second skin!

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

PINK (1NI)

34 - 48

€349

• Cowhide materials with high stretch abrasion resistance

• Mesh lining

• D3O® armour on the knees.

• Stretch yokes at knee, hock, crotch and back

• Velcro panels for sliders

• Connection zip combination

WHITE

NIKKI PANTS
RACING • WOMAN • SUMMER

Thanks to the Nikki sports pants, experienced female bikers have the perfect 
balance of style, safety and comfort. You have never felt so good in leather, 
and you’ve probably never been so well protected.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

PINK (3NI)

34 - 48

€299
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CATWALK PANTS

The Catwalk pants mashup the air flow of KEVLAR® stretch with the abrasion resistance of leather, resulting in combination that doesn’t 
compromise. D3O® level 1 CE armor at the knees cover your bony bits. The Catwalk is designed from the ground-up to fit the female form, 
never sized down from the men’s pattern.

• Soft highperformance leather

• KEVLAR® stretch panels for optimal fitting and look

• Perfect fitting 3CW

34 - 48

€299

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

RACING • WOMAN • SUMMER

• Racing & naked bike riders

• D3O® armour on the knees

NEW
PRODUCT
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DAYTONA 2 JACKET

A casual leather jacket that looks and feels great on any type of bike. 
It has the same lean and timeless look as its predecessor Daytona 2, but offers everything a biker needs. D3O® protection at the elbows, 
back and shoulders, a removable thermal cotton lining and a short zipper to connect your jacket to your favorite RICHA® biker pants. 
Functional and stylish!

• High quality buffalo leather

• Removable thermal cotton lining

• 2 outside pockets, inside Napoleon chest pocket

• Removable and washable gilet with cellphone pocket

1DAII

46 - 64

€399

BLACK CRACKER GREY

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

• D3O® armour in the shoulders, elbows & back

• Adjustable cuff width

• Soft neoprene collar

• Slip lining made of cotton ‘exclusive Richa Vintage’

COGNAC

NEW
PRODUCT
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TOULON 2 JACKET

Toulon 1 was an absolute winner, but this motorcycle jacket sets out to exceed its predecessor’s success with a perfect fit and a brand-new 
type of high-quality leather. Its design is young yet classy, with a sporty urban look and cool but functional details like the detachable 
hoodie. The new fabric is hand-treated full-grain leather with a unique look and a comfortable fit and we named it... Toulon 2.

• High quality cowhide leather

• Removable hoodie

• Zippers on sleeves and adjuster straps at the waist

• Removable and washable gilet with cellphone pocket

1TL2

46 - 66

€369

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

• D3O® armour in the shoulders, elbows & back

• 2 outside pockets & 1 inner pocket

• Slip lining made of cotton ‘exclusive Richa Vintage’

NEW
PRODUCT

BLACK
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An absolute must-have if you love a vintage biker look: the RICHA® Curtiss jacket. It is made of full-grain handcrafted leather of the finest 
quality and has a cotton lining with a very natural feel. The unique petrol color gives this motorcycle jacket a contemporary urban look 
with a retro touch. The thermal lining keeps you warm on colder days and can easily be removed, the D3O® protection in the shoulders, 
back and elbows is always there to keep you safe. 

• Fullgrain premium buffalo leather quality

• Removable and washable gilet with cellphone pocket

• Slip lining made of cotton ‘exclusive Richa Vintage’ 1CU

48 - 64

€399

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the shoulders, elbows & back

• Adjustable at the waist

• Neoprene in the collar

CURTISS JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

26
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The spirit of the seventies without the questionable safety levels – the Hawker leather jacket from Richa embodies the classic look with 
protection that gives peace of mind. The removable thermal layer brings some extra practicality, and the waist adjustment ensures a tai-
lored fit. The finishing touch to any cafe racer look.

• Conceived from a thick Buffalo premium leather

• Pre-curved sleeve fitting

• Removable thermal layer

• Removable and washable gilet with cellphone pocket

1HA

48 - 62

€399

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the shoulders, elbows & back

• Waist adjustment

• 3M®  Scotchlite® reflective strip

• Slip lining made of cotton ‘exclusive Richa Vintage’

HAWKER JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

COGNAC

www.richa.eu
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• Premium cowhide leather outer shell

• Cotton linning & removable cotton thermal linner

• Dual chest ventilation zips

• D3O® armour in the shoulders, elbows & back

• Stretch fit waist and cuffs

• Twin external hand pockets

BROWN

LOCKHEED JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

The new stylish Lockheed jacket in a unique and sought-after style. Made 
of premium cowhide, it feels soft and convinces with its great features and 
the trendy look. Of course, the Lockheed has approved D3O® protectors in 
the back, shoulders and elbows. To make it your favorite jacket for about any 
occasion, there is the removable thermal lining. So you are stylish even with 
sinking temperatures with your machine on the way.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK (1LH) 

48 - 62

€399
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BLACK BROWN

• Premium cowhide leather quality

• Quilted shoulder reinforcement

• Removable thermal layer

• D3O® armour in the back, shoulders & elbows

• Adjustable at the waist

• Ventilation zippers

DETROIT JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

The Detroit is a leather bike jacket equally at home on a custom cruiser as 
a modern sports bike. The leather outer is reinforced with subtle quilted 
panels on the shoulders & elbows. This jacket carries the full complement 
of D3O® armour to keep you protected. This is an excellent 3 season choice, 
with the removable thermal lining and zipped vent system covering a wide 
range of climates.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

COGNAC (1DT)

48 - 62

€399

29
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• Premium cow leather and vintage cotton lining

• Thermo-removable liner with inside pocket and mobile phone pocket

• 2 side pockets & 2 chest pockets

• Waist adjustment

• Soft neoprene collar with press button closure

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

BLACK/PETROL

GOODWOOD JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

Made from premium cowhide with perforated leather side panels and a 
special dye to give it a worn vintage look. Featuring a removable thermo 
lining, 2 stripes as an extra detail, retro accents, 5 D3O® protectors and a 
perfect fitting. Available in perforated version for the summer.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

VINTAGE BROWN (1GW)

46 - 64

€399

• High quality cowhide materials with cotton lining

• Removable thermal liner with inside pocket and mobile phone pocket

• Waist adjustment

• Soft neoprene collar with press button closure

• Zipper sleeve cuff

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

THRUXTON JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

The Thruxton leather jacket is a take on a classic British racing leather jacket 
of the 70’s. Waist length, central zip and quilted padding. Great for all year 
round use due to its removable liner and full armour set.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

MATT BLACK (1THR)

48 - 64

€399

BLACK PERFORATED

BROWN
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• Constructed from high-quality buffalo leather

• Removable polyester thermo liner

• Thermo liner carries mobile phone pocket and inside pocket

• Waist adjustment with poppers

• Soft neoprene collar

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

WASHED BLACK

DAYTONA 60S JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

For 60 years the RICHA® Daytona jackets have been a fixture in the motor-
cycle world. Following their popularity RICHA® released the 60 years edi-
tion. Special stitching on the shoulders and elbows combined with hand-
crafted treatment gives the leather that pure and unique look.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

COGNAC (1DAS)

46 - 64

€389

• High-quality cow leather finished with classic cotton lining

• Removable cotton thermo liner

• Short connection zipper at the back

• Wallet pocket in the jacket lining

• Detachable classic woolen collar

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

SPITFIRE JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

The Spitfire, a jacket in a unique and sought after style. Made entirely of 
barrel-dyed premium cowhide, the Spitfire fills up softly and convinces with 
its great features.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

1SPI

48 - 62

€399

BACK VIEW
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CITYFLOW JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SUMMER

• Bomber mesh jacket for the summer

• The outer material is a combination of 600D, 300D polyester Oxford materials 

and retro reflex technology on the chest, arms and back for better visibility

• Slip lining made of polyester mesh

• Mesh panels in the arm & waist areas

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

BLACK

The City Flow sums it up when you drive a motorcycle at high temperatures 
and want to look stylish. The standard features include the standard D3O® 
protectors on the shoulder, elbows and back for an increased level of pro-
tection.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLUE (2CF)

S - 6XL

€169

BROWN
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• Combination of high-quality polyester and cotton mix

• Fixed waterproof membrane 8.000mm

• Separately removable thermal lining with high collar

• Adjustable on the waist & back

• Connecting zipper to pants

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

BLACK
LONG FIT

From their exterior you should not be fooled: The Galvestone is complete. 
It is stylish and perfectly cut, waterproof, breathable and with removable 
thermal lining perfect for daily use of the commuter. Also available from 
women.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK
REGULAR FIT

2GA

S - 6XL

€269

GREEN
LONG FIT

GALVESTONE JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN/WOMEN • MID-SEASON
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ATOMIC AIR JACKET

Though it does not necessarily look like a motorcycle jacket, Atomic Air is the ideal travel companion on any ride. This high-performance 
softshell jacket is one of RICHA® classics and has recently been upgraded with abrasion-resistant mesh panels that guarantee an optimal 
airflow control. Other features that make this jacket an absolute must have are the 3M® reflective details, D3O® protection and that cool 
detachable hoodie. The perfect jacket to enjoy your ride.

• High performance softshell jacket

• Upgraded with high density mesh panels

• Reinforced CORDURA® on the shoulders & elbows

• Abrasion resistant mesh for optimal airflow control

2ATMA

S - 4XL

€199

BLACK

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

• D3O® armour in the shoulders, elbows & back

• Prepared for chest D3O® armour

• 3M reflective details

• Detachable hoodie

NEW
PRODUCT
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VANQUISH JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

• Mix of softshell and spandex, reinforced with DUPONT™ KEVLAR®

• Soft mesh lining

• Detachable hood (zipper)

• 3M® on sleeves and back to improve the visibility

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

•  1 Inside pockets, 1 chest pocket, 2 side pockets and 1 arm pocket

BLACK

The Vanquish Jacket is perfect to protect you at the city or at the country 
road, through the safety and style of RICHA® - wearable with or without 
a hoodie. The Vanquish is a casual looking polyester / spandex motorcycle 
jacket fitted with Kevlar reinforcement.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

CAMO (2VA)

S - 6XL

FROM €189

BLUE
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Which rider likes to show his attitude while driving to the outside world?
This jacket will give all this, and a super comfortable state of mind. The outside part of the jacket is full of details, like the diamond stitch-
ing that pops out everytime. The buttons are all spiked with the RICHA® logo and 100% cotton waxed material. The combination of a 
fashionable polycotton twill 2L fabric with functional properties of a waterproof membrane and a removable thermal liner characterizes 
the Cambridge jacket. Cool, timeless - a top-fashionable material mix in a casual retro look.

• The outer material is a combination of highquality polyester 

and cotton blend

• Inner lining / membrane are separate

• Removable thermal lining
2CAB

S - 4XL

€299

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the shoulders, elbows & back

• Adjustable on the hips and arms

• Connecting zipper to pants

CAMBRIDGE JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

37
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TITAN CORE HOODIE

The Titan Core hoodie is made from polyester & softshell, so just a little more luxurious than its cotton brothers and a little water-repel-
lent. The Titan Core can be upgraded with D3O® protection for the shoulders, elbows and back. It comes also equipped with 2 external 
pockets, a chest pocket on the inside.

• High performance softshell jacket

• Detachable hoodie

• Cotton outer shell abrasion resistant fabric 2TCH

S - 6XL

€179

BLACK

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

• D3O® armour in the shoulders, elbows & back

NEW
PRODUCT
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2AVA

S - 5XL

€129

LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

• Polyester outshell

• Central zip closure

• 2 side pockets, 1 chest pocket

• Prepared to integrate the D3O® back protector, elbow and shoulders

Are you getting cold sometimes in your jacket? 
Then Avalanche jacket can be something for you! 
This is a stylish, warm jacket that works both when you're on or off the bike. 
The 3M® Scotchlite® material is highly reflective, which increases your safe-
ty in the dark. Can be upgraded with D3O® protection for the back, shoul-
ders and elbows.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

AVALANCHE JACKET
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BLACK

• Polyester outshell & lining

• Hard shoulder cap gives extra impact protection (non-certified)

• Richa Retro Reflex Technology on sleeves and back improves the visibility

• Mobile phone pocket on the inside

• 2 side pockets, 1 chest pocket

• Prepared for D3O® armour back, shoulders & elbows

GREY

ATOM HOODIE
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

The Atom is a hoodie that can be very handy to have when it’s too hot for 
leathers, or for a shorter trip. The shirt is made of high-density textile that 
has high wear resistance. The material is also water repellent. The shirt is 
equipped with hard shoulder covers for extra impact protection (not CE-ap-
proved) and has pockets for a set of D3O® protections.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK (2ATH)

S - 6XL

FROM €149

• Constructed with a cotton polyester outshell mix

• Fixed taffeta breathable membrane; Vintage cotton lining

• Short connection zip at the back

• Removable thermo-liner which carries an inside pocket (mobile phone pocket)

• Soft neoprene collar with press button closure

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

FULLMER JACKET
LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

The Fullmer is a comfortable motorcycle jacket as suitable for off the bike as 
it is on it. The two accentual horizontal lines are a real eye catcher making it 
a cool each day jacket.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

OLIVE (2FU)

S - 6XL

€199

BLUE CAMO

BROWN NAVY BLUE



4242
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BLACK

• Retro reflex technology (welding & print) ensures visibility of the rider

• Short connection zipper

• 100% waterproof

• Adjustable waist (velcro system)

• SW protectors elbow & shoulder and foam back protector

LENA 2
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • ALL SEASON

This is a refresh from LENA jacket. It keeps the same stylish and even more 
comfortable attitude. This jacket is fit for female and has some adjustment 
features to get a more comfortable, personalised feel, such as adjustable 
cuffs with snaps and zipper combo, and an adjustable waist with velcro sys-
tem. The arms can also be adjusted with the use of press snaps. This jacket 
has 2 inside pockets. The 5.000mm waterproof Z-liner keeps you dry all day.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

2LEII

XS - 3XL

€159

• Retro Reflex® technology (welding & print) ensures visibility of the rider

• Adjustable sleeve cuff width (press button - zipper combination)

• Short connection zipper 

• Collar finish in soft neoprene and press button closure at the collar

• Upper arm width can be adjusted through a press button system and adjust-

able waist (velcro system)

LENA 2 MESH
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • SPRING/SUMMER

The Lena 2 Mesh jacket is specifically designed for the female rider who pre-
fers a touring look with a touch of elegance. High abrassion textile with big 
mesh panels on the front and back gives the rider always fresh air that she 
needs on warm days.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

GREY (2LEIIM)

XS - 3XL

€149

BLACK/GREY

NEW
PRODUCT

NEW
PRODUCT
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BLACK

• High-quality cow leather

• Slip lining made of cotton ‘exclusive Richa Vintage’

• Removable thermal lining

• Short connection zip

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

ROXETTE JACKET
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • ALL SEASON

The RICHA® Roxette is a tough and feminine motorcycle jacket with a clas-
sic but fresh style which ensures that the jacket will look great with a cafe 
racer or naked bike, but also on a chopper. The many details give the jacket 
a unique classic look, so the Roxette has two zippers at the front so the rider 
can choose how the jacket is used.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK (1ROX)

34 - 48

€379

• High quality calfskin construction with soft cottonmix lining

• Press stud waist adjustment

• Inside pocket with velcro closure

• Two outer side pockets with zip closure

• Short connection zip 

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

LAUSANNE JACKET
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • MID-SEASON

The RICHA® Lausanne is a ladies riding jacket with a feminine cut. The Lau-
sanne is made from high quality calfskin leather making it soft and supple 
and has good levels of protection with CE approved D3O® armour in the el-
bows, shoulders and back as standard. The Lausanne is a really stylish leath-
er jacket with contoured panels, radiused stitching on the shoulders and 
reinforced accents on the arms. There are two outside zippered pockets, 
inside pocket with velcro closure, waist adjustment and adjustable cuffs.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

COGNAC  (1LA)

34 - 48

€349

BORDEAUX

BROWN
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1EH

34 - 48

€379

LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • MID-SEASON

• Soft cow leather

• Stretch panels on the arms, cuffs & waist for perfect comfort fit.

• Short connection zip 

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

RICHA® perfectly feminine cut and refined details combine to create the 
elegance of the Earhart model that irresistibly attracts all eyes. She seduces 
on all levels: technical jacket and fashion asset. Classy style with a retro twist 
to keep you looking great both on and off your bike.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

EARHART JACKET
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2BK

XS - 3XL

€219

• Waterproof with 8.000mm membrane

• 3M® Reflex material

• Extremely comfy to wear

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

Now the three-layer softshell jacket is also available for women. 
The Boka jacket is cut specifically made for female forms, it flatters every  
figure, is waterproof and wears very comfortable. This waterproof jack-
et comes with a detachable hoodie, D3O® protection and an 8.000mm                           
waterproof membrane.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BOKA HOODIE
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • MID-SEASON
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• 8.000mm waterproof membrane

• Short connection zipper

• Detachable thermo linner

• Slim fit

• Soft neoprene collar

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

LAUSANNE TEXTILE JACKET
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • MID-SEASON

The Richa Lausanne motorcycle jacket fulfills the wishes 
of the ladies who want to look stylish on the motorbike, 
but also when they step of the motorcycle. Made of high 
quality abrasion textile, smooth and very stylish, RICHA®         
Lausanne textile has it all. The Lausanne includes D3O® CE 
Protection on the shoulders, elbows and back! The Laus-
anne textile blends style, comfort and protection, leaving 
nothing to be wanted.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

2LAT

S - 6XL

€199

QUEEN 2 JACKET
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • ALL SEASON

• Plus size jacket with a female design

• Optimized waist softshell panels

• Optimized armlength

• 100% waterproof

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

Ride your motorcycle like a queen with this high-quality 
jacket for women. Just like its predecessor it is equipped 
with D3O® protection at the shoulders, back and elbows, 
but we integrated new softshell panels and refitted the 
arms so they would fit perfectly. Its outer shell is one hun-
dred percent waterproof, the thermal lining on the inside is 
easily detachable. Sturdy, functional and very stylish!

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

2QUII

S - 2XL

€219

NEW
PRODUCT

NEW
PRODUCT
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• Fixed Z-liner with 8.000 mm waterproof membrane

• Removable thermal lining

• Adjustable collar and cuffs

• Abrasive textile outer layer

• Short connection zip

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

BLACK/FLUO

CHLOE JACKET
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • ALL SEASON

The RICHA® Chloe jacket features D3O® armour protection. It is a jacket 
designed for women, with a soft outershell for comfort and style on and off 
the bike. There is a removable thermal lining, making it a great all season 
motorcycling jacket. It includes a waterproof lining to keep you dry and re-
flective panels for increased visibility. A stylish and relaxed jacket by RICHA 
® with all the protection you expect.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK (2CHL)

XS - 4XL

€229

• Cotton outshell reinforced with anti-abrasion aramid backing

• Comfortable inside mesh lining

• Removable zipped hood

• 2 side pockets (zipper closure)

• Inside mobile phone pocket (zipper closure)

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

TITAN HOODIE
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • SUMMER

Heavy leathers in the summer? 
Definitely not. With this nice-looking hoodie, you can feel safe on the roads 
while avoiding overheating! RICHA® Titan outer shell is made of fabric rein-
forced with durable aramid fiber. It has a comfortable lining of mesh fabric, 
which makes everything easier during the warmer months, since maybe 
you’ll only be wearing a t-shirt underneath. In order to keep you safe, the 
hoodie is reinforced with CE-approved D3O® protection at the elbows, 
shoulders and the back.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK (2TIHD)

S - 3XL

€139

BLACK/PINK

PINK GREY
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ELLIE JACKET
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • ALL SEASON

• Fixed Z-liner with 8.000 mm waterproof membrane 

• Detachacle thermo linner

• Extremely comfortable to wear

• 3M® reflective strokes

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

BLACK

The RICHA® Ellie is a subtle ladies motorcycle jacket with a comfortable 
fit. The Ellie is an improved version of the RICHA® Lilly, just as stylish and 
yet the waterproof membrane in combination with the removable thermal 
lining ensure that the jacket is a perfect match for the sport-tour rider or for 
use at commuter traffic. The jacket can be combined with a pair of motor-
cycle jeans or a textile pants like the RICHA® Colorado motorcycle pants for 
optimal protection against mother nature and falls.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TITANIUM/FLUO (2EIE)

XS - 4XL

€199

BLACK/FLUO BLACK/PINK

www.richa.eu
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The RICHA® Epic jeans are a casual motorcycle clothing with which we focus on the urban motorcyclist. The motorcycle jeans have a 
simple slim fit design so that nobody will notice that you are wearing motorcycle pants. The supplied flexible D3O® knee protectors are 
compatible with the movements of the rider. Safe, comfortable and affordable pair of motorcycle jeans.

• Slim fit

• Urban and casual look

• Reinforced with very resistant Dupont® Kevlar® fiber
7EJ

28 - 44

€149

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

• Reinforced on the inside with a layer of abrasionresistant 

Aranium®

EPIC JEANS
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

NAVY BLUEBLACK

BLACK SLIM FIT
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With the RICHA® Aim 2 motor jeans we focus more on the casual motorcyclist with that value protection all the time. The Aim 2 jeans 
have a nice simple design which fits perfectly in the style of the naked bike and casual rider, nobody will see that you just stepped off the 
bike. The jeans have a straight fit which in combination with the KEVLAR® panels ensures that the pants are easy to put on and take off. 
In short, the perfect motorcycle jeans inside the “budget”.

• Regular fit 

• Reinforced with very resistant Dupont® Kevlar® fiber

• Reinforced on the inside with a layer of abrasion resistant 

Aranium®
7AIII

28 -44

€169

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees

• Prepared for D3O® armour hip

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

AIM 2 JEANS
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

BLUE

BLUE REGULAR FIT

55

NEW
PRODUCT
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This RICHA® Brutale straight fit riding jeans is like a second skin, due to the stretch fabric and a great stone washed denim style. It goes 
without saying that they have all safety needed. Mix of CORDURA® Denim with cotton for maximum safety and convenient features such 
as the elastic strap to connect the jeans with your shoes. Available in long & short version.

• Regular fit

• Mix of Denim Cordura®, cotton & polyester

• Polycotton soft lining

• Safety stitching all over the trouser

• CE approved

7BJH

28 - 44

€199

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees & hips

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

• Mechanical stretch for optimal comfort

BRUTALE JEANS
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

BLUEDIRT WASH DENIM

NAVY BLUE REGULAR FIT
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The RICHA® Original jeans come really recommended by us at The Cafe Racer. They have mechanical stretch properties which makes 
them really comfortable from the get-go and they are made from a mix of denim CORDURA®, cotton and polyester without the bulk you 
get with a lot of protective jeans. There are CE certified D3O® armour in the hips and knees and safety stitching all over the jeans. The po-
sition of the D3O® knee protectors can be adjusted vertically to suit and there is a soft polycotton lining. Available in long & short version.

• Slim fit and regular fit available

• Reinforced with very resistant Dupont® Kevlar® fiber

• Mix of denim Cordura, cotton and polyester

• Mechanical stretch for comfort

• CE approved

7OJH

28 - 44

€199

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees & hips

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

• Safety stitching all over the jeans, not just in key areas

ORIGINAL JEANS
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

35

NAVY BLUE SLIM FITWASHED BLUE SLIM FIT

BLACK SLIM FIT

57
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These RICHA® Classic slim fit jeans are like a second skin, due to the stretch fabric and a great washed denim style. It goes without saying 
that they have all safety needed. 
Reinforced with Dupont Kevlar® fiber for maximum safety and convenient features such as back connecter.

• Slim fit

• Reinforced with Dupont Kevlar® fiber

7CLA

28 - 44

€189

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

CLASSIC JEANS
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

WASHED NAVY BLUE

WASHED NAVY BLUE SLIM FIT
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The RICHA® Bi-Stretch jeans are slim fitting motorcycle jeans with fantastic super stretch properties (stretches in both directions) for 
maximum comfort when riding. They are made from a mix of denim CORDURA® and stretch polyester making for a tough yet flexible 
pair of jeans and there is a soft polycotton lining for extra comfort. They come with CE certified D3O® knee protectors which can be height 
adjusted to suit and there is safety stitching in key areas. If you’re after a pair of jeans for riding in that will offer you the best in comfort 
and flexiblitity then look no further than the Bi-Stretch jeans. Available in long & short version.

• Slim fit

• Mix of denim CORDURA® & stretch polyester

• Soft polycotton lining

• Super stretch for optimal comfort

• CE approved

7BS

28 - 44

€199

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees & hips

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

• Safety stitching all over the jeans

BI-STRETCH JEANS
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

35

DIRT WASH BLUE SLIM FIT

DIRT WASH BLUE
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These motorcycle jeans are aimed at the casual motorcyclist that value protection all the time. These RICHA® Lou jeans have a simple 
and classic design which fits perfectly in the style of the naked bike and casual rider, nobody will see that you have just stepped off the 
bike. The jeans have a regular/straight fit which in combination with the KEVLAR® panels ensures that the pants are easy to put on and 
take off. Available in long & short version.

• Regular fit

• Reinforced with Aranium® impact fabric

• Mix of Denim cotton & polyester and polycotton soft lining

• Safety stitching all over the pants
7LJ

28 - 44

€179

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees & hips

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

• Mechanical Stretch for optimal comfort

LOU JEANS
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

WASHED GREY

WASHED GREY REGULAR FIT
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The RICHA® Project jeans is a slim fit motorcycle pants. With these summer jeans we have paid much attention to creating a casual look 
without compromising safety. The fit is tighter than the average motorcycle pants and the Project is also equipped with distressed de-
tails. From the outside, you have the optical, “destroyed” look, and the awesome dirt wash gives your new summer motorcycle jeans that 
perfect, casual but stylish look and feeling. Because of this casual look, the pants in the area of style are ideal for each day riders or naked 
bike riders. Available in long & short version.

• Slim fit

• Mix of denim CORDURA® & stretch polyester

• Reinforced with Aranium® impact resistant fabric

• CE approved
7PJ

28 - 44

€229

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees & hips

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

• Safety stitching all over the jeans

PROJECT JEANS
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

DIRT WASH DARK GREY SLIM FIT

DIRT WASH DARK GREY

61
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This RICHA® Throne is a budget-friendly and also a good protective pair of casual motorcycle jeans which fits perfectly with the urban and 
naked bike motorcyclists. With its unobtrusive appearance, the Throne is fine to wear next to the motorcycle without anyone noticing that 
it is a motorcycle pants. In addition, the Throne is available in three lengths for the perfect fit. In short, the perfect summery motorcycle 
jeans on a budget. Available in long, short and kids versions.

• Slim fit

• Integrated KEVLAR® panels

• Mix of denim CORDURA® & stretch polyester

• Safety stitching all over the trouser

• CE approved

7TJH

28 - 44

€149

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

THRONE JEANS
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

WASHED BLUE SLIM FIT

WASHED BLUE
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BEIGENAVY BLUE

In addition to motorbike jeans, there are now also chic trousers with KEVLAR® protection. The RICHA®  Brooklyn is hardly to see that it is 
designed for bikers, but it is. RICHA® has considered as much as possible when developing the Brooklyn to give the pants a daily design 
without cutting back on safety. Also available in short version.

• Straight chino fit

• Cotton mix with Dupont™ Kevlar®

• Polycotton soft lining
7BR

28 - 44

€189

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees & hips

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

BROOKLYN PANTS
LIFESTYLE • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

35

BEIGE REGULAR FIT
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This casual RICHA® Kodi legging is made for female bikers who are looking for comfort, style and safety. The combination of denim and 
stretch polyester fabric fits perfectly around your body and the high waist guarantees a comfortable fit. A layer of KEVLAR® fiber and the 
D3O® protection in the knees and hips will protect you against any unwanted impact. Available in long and short version.

• Perfect lady fit with high waist with belt loops

• 100% fully lined with & reinforced knees and hips with        

KEVLAR®

• Really comfortable for riding, polyester and spandex outer 

shell

7KO

22 - 48

€169

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees & hips

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

• Stretch ribbed detailing on knees

KODI LEGGING
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • SPRING/SUMMER

BLACK LEGGING

SEA BLUEBLACK
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NAVY BLUE

The RICHA® Katie jeans is not only equipped with great aramid material doubling, it is also equipped with perfect “ladies” fit. The light-
weight elastic denim fabric makes them stylish and very comfortable. There jeans offer D30 armour protection to the knees which are CE 
certified. The pants are made from reinforced Dupont™ Kevlar®, which is highly durable and increases the jeans abrasion resistance. The 
jeans have a skinny fit and designed especially for women. The Katie jeans offer a fit similar to that of the Richa Nora jeans. A stonewashed 
denim means the Katie offers both style and protection, on and off the bike.

• Slim fit

• Reinforced with ARANIUM® impact fabric

• KEVLAR® reinforced key areas
7KA

22 - 48

€179

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

KATIE JEANS
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • SPRING/SUMMER

35

NAVY BLUE SLIM FIT
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Do you want to look fashionable and feel safe while you are riding your bike? 
Then these RICHA® Skinny Lady jeans will be a great addition to your wardrobe. They have an elegant regular fit with a trendy stone-
washed look and a comfortable polycotton lining. KEVLAR® panels and D3O® knee protectors are elegantly integrated for optimal pro-
tection. Hit the road in style!

• Skinny fit with soft polycotton lining

• KEVLAR® reinforced knees and hips

• Comfortable jeans for riding 7SJD

24 - 44

€169

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

SKINNY LADY JEANS
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • SPRING/SUMMER

SEA BLUE SLIM FIT

NAVY BLUEBLACK
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NAVY BLUEBLACK

The RICHA® Nora jeans can be find in slim fitting and regular fit with stretch qualities for optimum comfort while riding. They are made 
from a mix of denim and KEVLAR® for a good level of abrasion resistance and there are also reinforced with extra KEVLAR® in key areas 
too. There is CE certified D3O® armour in the knees and you can alter the position of the knee protection to get that perfect fit. These jeans 
make a great option for spring and summer riding and they make a great pair of casual jeans off the bike too, no need to change your gear 
once you park up! Great shape, really comfortable and pretty good value, the Nora jeans tick all the boxes for a nice slim fitting jean that 
is going to save your legs should you take a tumble.

• Slim fit & regular fit. Available in long and short version.

• Mix of denim and Dupont™ Kevlar®

• Really comfortable jeans for riding

• KEVLAR® reinforced key areas

FE
A

TU
R

E
S • D3O® armour in the knees & hips

• Position of the knee protector is adjustable

NORA JEANS
LIFESTYLE • WOMAN • SPRING/SUMMER

35

NAVY BLUE SLIM FIT

7NJD

22 - 48

FROM €159

67
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WHY THE
RICHA™ ATLANTIC
JACKET?

GORE-TEX®
DURABLE 3L GECKO

STRETCH FABRIC
&

D3O® PROTECTORS

3M® REFLECTIVE
ZONES

WATERPROOF
AIRVENT ZONES

GORE-TEX®

3L ARMACOR
FABRIC

STRONG ABRASION RESISTANCE AT THE
IMPACT ZONES (ELBOWS & SHOULDERS)

BACK, SHOULDERS & ELBOWS

GORE-TEX®

LAMINATED
OUTERSHELL 2L

“... I think the Atlantic is excellent – certainly the best jacket I’ve used through the worst of winter, 
and definitely my number one choice for when it inevitably rains all spring and summer....”

by Simon Greenacre, www.visordown.com

This is what we call the 5 star jacket. 
Why? It is made for every condition, every road, 
every environment that you can imagine. With a 
laminate GORE-TEX® double layer for the best 
protection against rain, D3O® protection for your 
back, shoulders and elbows and our AIR VENT 
SYSTEM (AVS) that let your body breathe when 
you need it most. The RICHA™ ATLANTIC 
JACKET guarantees you full protection every 
day, every time.

gore-tex.com
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WHY THE
RICHA™ ATLANTIC
JACKET?

GORE-TEX®
DURABLE 3L GECKO

STRETCH FABRIC
&

D3O® PROTECTORS

3M® REFLECTIVE
ZONES

WATERPROOF
AIRVENT ZONES

GORE-TEX®

3L ARMACOR
FABRIC

STRONG ABRASION RESISTANCE AT THE
IMPACT ZONES (ELBOWS & SHOULDERS)

BACK, SHOULDERS & ELBOWS

GORE-TEX®

LAMINATED
OUTERSHELL 2L

“... I think the Atlantic is excellent – certainly the best jacket I’ve used through the worst of winter, 
and definitely my number one choice for when it inevitably rains all spring and summer....”

by Simon Greenacre, www.visordown.com

This is what we call the 5 star jacket. 
Why? It is made for every condition, every road, 
every environment that you can imagine. With a 
laminate GORE-TEX® double layer for the best 
protection against rain, D3O® protection for your 
back, shoulders and elbows and our AIR VENT 
SYSTEM (AVS) that let your body breathe when 
you need it most. The RICHA™ ATLANTIC 
JACKET guarantees you full protection every 
day, every time.

gore-tex.com
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WHY THE
RICHA™ CYCLONE
JACKET?

DURABLE 
IMPACT FABRIC

&
D3O® PROTECTORS

3M® REFLECTIVE
ZONES

WATERPROOF
AIRVENT ZONES

SMART
COLLAR LOOP

SYSTEM

BACK, SHOULDERS & ELBOWS

3L Z-LINER
GORE-TEX®

MEMBRANE

Erratic weather, dangerous vehicles, or unexpected 
circumstances?
You’d better be prepared for anything when you’re 
on the back of a motorcycle. This CYCLONE outfit 
offers you the best value for money in this regard. The 
jacket is made with a 3L GORE-TEX® membrane 
and D30® protection for your back, shoulders, and 
elbows. The trousers keep you protected thanks to 
three layers of GORE-TEX® and extra knee protecti-
on. You can wear them separately or zip them 
together.

SMART
CUFF

SYSTEM

ABOUT ®

Nothing protects better than D3O ®. D3O ®  offers the 
thinnest and most advanced protection against impact, 

protection including shoulder, elbow, knee, hip, chest 
and back protectors. Trusted by professional and amateur 
motorcyclists alike, D3O is the number one choice for 

both on- and off-road. 
 
So if they trust D3O – you can too.
 

HOW ® PROTECTION WORKS
D3O ® materials are made using a combination of advanced 
polymer chemistry and cutting-edge design. The materials 

react differently when force is applied. 

D3O ® absorbs and dissipates energy during an impact, 
reducing the amount of force transmitted to your body 
compared to standard foams.

D3O ® CP1 Chest protector D3O ® T5 EVO X / T5 EVO Pro X 
Limb protectors

D3O ® Viper Stealth / Viper Pro /  
Viper Central Back protectors

HOW ® TECHNOLOGIES WORK

“... This Cyclone suit has really impressed me as I piled on the miles over winter. It’s warm, comfortable, has been 100% waterproof...
... After 3000 miles (an average biker’s yearly tally), almost exclusively in poor weather conditions, it still looks brand new.”

by Richard Newland, www.motorcyclenews.com

IMPACT
FORCE

SHOCK
ABSORPTION

OUTER 
FABRIC

INNER 
LAYER

material
Absorbs & 
dissipates 
impact energy

Returns to 
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WHY THE
RICHA™ CYCLONE
JACKET?

DURABLE 
IMPACT FABRIC

&
D3O® PROTECTORS

3M® REFLECTIVE
ZONES

WATERPROOF
AIRVENT ZONES

SMART
COLLAR LOOP

SYSTEM

BACK, SHOULDERS & ELBOWS

3L Z-LINER
GORE-TEX®

MEMBRANE

Erratic weather, dangerous vehicles, or unexpected 
circumstances?
You’d better be prepared for anything when you’re 
on the back of a motorcycle. This CYCLONE outfit 
offers you the best value for money in this regard. The 
jacket is made with a 3L GORE-TEX® membrane 
and D30® protection for your back, shoulders, and 
elbows. The trousers keep you protected thanks to 
three layers of GORE-TEX® and extra knee protecti-
on. You can wear them separately or zip them 
together.

SMART
CUFF

SYSTEM

ABOUT ®

Nothing protects better than D3O ®. D3O ®  offers the 
thinnest and most advanced protection against impact, 

protection including shoulder, elbow, knee, hip, chest 
and back protectors. Trusted by professional and amateur 
motorcyclists alike, D3O is the number one choice for 

both on- and off-road. 
 
So if they trust D3O – you can too.
 

HOW ® PROTECTION WORKS
D3O ® materials are made using a combination of advanced 
polymer chemistry and cutting-edge design. The materials 

react differently when force is applied. 

D3O ® absorbs and dissipates energy during an impact, 
reducing the amount of force transmitted to your body 
compared to standard foams.

D3O ® CP1 Chest protector D3O ® T5 EVO X / T5 EVO Pro X 
Limb protectors

D3O ® Viper Stealth / Viper Pro /  
Viper Central Back protectors

HOW ® TECHNOLOGIES WORK

“... This Cyclone suit has really impressed me as I piled on the miles over winter. It’s warm, comfortable, has been 100% waterproof...
... After 3000 miles (an average biker’s yearly tally), almost exclusively in poor weather conditions, it still looks brand new.”

by Richard Newland, www.motorcyclenews.com

IMPACT
FORCE

SHOCK
ABSORPTION

OUTER 
FABRIC

INNER 
LAYER

material
Absorbs & 
dissipates 
impact energy

Returns to 
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ARC GORE-TEX® JACKET

If you are often out on your bike in changeable weather, the RICHA® Arc Gore-Tex® is exactly what you need. With its unique combination 
of comfort and performance it sets a new standard in laminated motorcycle jackets. It has a sporty touring fit with pre-curved slim-fit 
sleeves and a detachable liner jacket for cold winter rides. The 2L Gore-Tex® laminated fabric keeps you dry and warm at all times. The 
D3O® protection at the shoulders, elbows, back and chest* will protect you against any sudden impact.

• Sporty touring fit

• Pre-curved sleeve fitting

• 2L Gore-Tex® laminated fabric

• 3M® laminated panels

2ARC

S - 6XL

€699

BLACK

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

MAGNET GREY

NEW
PRODUCT

• Magic velcro

• Detachable warm winter liner jacket

• D3O® armour in the shoulders, elbows & back

• *Prepared for D3O® chest protection

• SuperFabric® at the lower arm
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• Outer shell: laminated 2layer GoreTex® fabric

• GoreTex® gecko stretch fabric for a perfect fit

• GoreTex® Armacor high abrasion resistance along the elbows & shoulders

• D3O® armour in the back, shoulders & elbows.

• 2 waterproof side pockets & back pocket with waterproof zipper closure

• Comfortable neoprene collar

BLACK FLUO

ATLANTIC GORE-TEX® JACKET
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

We call it our 5-star jacket, just because it performs so well in all weather 
conditions and in any kind of setting. The outer shell is a laminated 2-lay-
er Gore-Tex® fabric that will protect you from rain, cold and wind, but is 
breathable at the same time. The jacket has D3O® protection along the 
back, shoulders, elbows and highly abrasion-resistant Gore-Tex® Armacor 
at the elbows and shoulders for extra safety. The neoprene collar guarantees 
a comfortable fit. Two waterproof side pockets complete your look.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

GREY (2ATL)

S - 6XL

€799

• Mix of 2layer and 3layer GoreTex® laminated fabric

• GoreTex® Armacor high abrasionresistance along the knees

• D3O® armour on the knees.

• Contra glide technology prevents saddle slipping

• Retro reflex technology assures a higher visibility

• 2 front pockets (zipper closure)

BLACK

ATLANTIC GORE-TEX® PANTS
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

The ultimate 5-star pants to match your Atlantic GTX motorcycle jacket. A 
combination of 2-layer and 3-layer Gore-Tex® laminated fabric and a detect-
able thermal lining keep you dry and warm at all times, GORE-TEX® Arma-
cor fabric protects the knee area from abrasion. Going for a ride on a darker 
day or at night? The retro reflex technology makes sure you are visible to 
other road users. And last but not least: contra-glide technology keeps you 
firmly in the saddle. Available in long & short version.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

GREY (7ATL)

S - 6XL

€499
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• 3-layer removable GoreTex® membrane

• Stretch fabric for a perfect fit

• Polyester mesh lining

• D3O® armour in the back, shoulders & elbows.

• 6 front & 2 back AIRVENT zones

• Detachable thermal jacket with 2 outer pockets

BLACK FLUO YELLOW

ATACAMA GORE-TEX® JACKET
TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

Do you laugh in the face of rain or cold weather as you regularly go on long 
motorcycle rides? Then this motorcycle jacket is your perfect travelling com-
panion. It protects you from extreme rain and cold with a 3L GORE-TEX® 
layer, which is also removable. An AIR VENT®  system in eight different 
spots lets your body breathe and keeps you dry. And naturally, it is equipped 
with protection in the elbows, shoulders and back.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TITANIUM (2ATA)

S - 6XL

€599

• 3-layer removable GORE-TEX® membrane

• Detachable warm winter liner

• D3O® armour on the knees.

• Contra glide technology prevents saddle slipping

• Front & back AIR VENT® zippers, lower leg double way AIR VENT® zipper

• Extra storage in upper leg pockets

BLACK

ATACAMA GORE-TEX® PANTS
TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

Complete your Atacama look with these GORE-TEX® pants by attaching 
them to your jacket with the connection zipper. Equipped with a remov-
able 3L GORE-TEX® membrane, a detachable winter lining and AIR VENT® 
zippers in the front, the back and your lower legs, these pants were made 
for extreme weather conditions. 3M® reflection elements guarantee your 
visibility when the weather gets rough and the sky gets darker, Nice asset: 
the extra storage room in the upper leg pockets. Available in long & short 
version and it comes with suspender system.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TITANIUM (7ATA)

S - 6XL

€479

FLUO YELLOW

NEW
PRODUCT
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• Combination of 500D CORDURA® & CORDURA® spandex

• 3L membrane 100% waterproof membrane

• D3O® armour in the back, shoulders & elbows.

• Integrated AIR VENT® system

BLACK GREY

CYCLONE GORE-TEX® JACKET
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

The complete package for anyone who loves long and adventurous bike 
rides. A combination of 500D CORDURA®, CORDURA® Spandex keeps you  
comfortable along the road, while the integrated AIR VENT® system keeps 
your body cool. You don’t have to worry about wet or unstable weather ei-
ther, as the 3-layer fixed membrane protects you from rain and humidity. 
And of course, D3O® protection is integrated for your back, shoulders and 
elbows. Available until 12XL.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TITANIUM (2CY)

S - 12XL

FROM €499

• Combination of 500D CORDURA® & CORDURA® spandex

• 100% waterproof membrane

• D3O® armour on the knees

• Contra Glide® technology prevents saddle slipping

BACK VIEW

CYCLONE GORE-TEX® PANTS
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

Complete your CYCLONE look with these GORE-TEX® pants, made of 500D 
CORDURA® and CORDURA® spandex. Just like the matching jacket, it is 
equipped with a waterproof membrane and an AIR VENT® system. With 
D3O® protection along the knees. Just attach them to your Atacama or      
Cyclone jacket with the connection zipper and enjoy a dry and comfortable 
ride! Available in long & short version. Also available until 12XL.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

7CY

S - 12XL

FROM €399

FLUO YELLOW
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NIMBUS JACKET

No drizzly day or sudden shower will stop you from going for a ride as long as you are wearing this motorcycle jacket. Its laminated outer 
shell will keep you bone-dry, even in heavy rain, and thanks to that optimal ventilation – in the front and in the back – you will never feel 
sweaty or uncomfortable. On warmer days you can remove the inner jacket, the outer shell will protect you with its high performance, 
abrasion-resistant fabric. This jacket is D3O® fitted and CE certified!

• 2L laminated shell – bone dry outer shell, even in heavy rain

• Optimal front and back ventilation

• High performance and abrasion resistant fabric

• Ajustable at arms and waist

2NIM

S - 6XL

€439

BLACK

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

• CE certified jacket

• D3O® armour in the shoulders, elbows & back

• Prepared for D3O® chest protection

NEW
PRODUCT
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• Upgraded touring look

• Premium selected outer shell materials  

• Detachable 15,000 mm HUMAX® removable membrane

• 11 AIR VENT® zippers for optimal airflow

• D3O® armour in the back, shoulders & elbows.

• Prepared for chest D3O® armour

TOUAREG 2 JACKET
TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

The Touareg 2 jacket follows the footsteps of its predecessor with a great 
touring fit and an upgraded look: premium outer shell materials like the 
15,000 mm Humax removable membrane, 11 AIR VENT zippers to keep you 
cool on hot days or when you are riding off track, D3O® protection – with the 
option of extra chest protection – 3M® reflection and a color palette that is 
very 2019. No issue with storage, the Touareg 2 jacket offers only at the out-
side 7 storage pockets.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLUE (2TOAII)

S - 6XL

€399

• 3-in-1 structure

• Protect you against rain, wind and cold (15,000 mm HUMAX® membrane)

• Premium selection of outer shell CORDURA® materials

• D3O® armour on the knees.

• Contra glide technology prevents saddle slipping

• Optimized air ventilation

GREY

TOUAREG 2 PANTS
TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

These 4-seasons Touareg 2 motorcycle pants are the perfect match for your 
Touareg 2 jacket. They are suited for any kind of terrain and the 15.000 mm 
HUMAX® membrane will defy wind, rain and cold on your most adventur-
ous rides. Compared to their predecessor Touareg 1, they have an optimized 
air ventilation system that will keep you comfortable and dry at all times. 
Last but not least, they are equipped with 3M® reflection, non-slip areas and 
a connection zipper. Available in long and short version.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK (7TOAII)

S - 6XL

€279

NEW
PRODUCT

NEW
PRODUCT

GREY BLACK GREEN FLUO
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FALCON 2 JACKET

The Falcon 2 jacket is the upgraded version of the famous Richa Falcon. More modern and with a fresh look. Includes 10.000 mm water-
proof and breathable Z-liner membrane (instead of the 8.000 mm water column) and D3O® armour protection to the back, shoulder, 
elbows and with pockets for chest protection. It is designed for all season riding, and gives wind and rain no chance.

• Slim fit and sportive look

• Upgraded version of the Falcon 1

• 10.000 mm waterproof and breathable Z-liner membrane 2FAII

S - 6XL

€199

BLACK

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TOURING • MAN • MID-SEASON

• Detacheable thermo liner

• D3O® armour in the shoulders, elbows & back

FLUO YELLOW

NEW
PRODUCT
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GOTHAM 2 JACKET

Cool details and a rugged look characterize this sporty motorcycle jacket. Just like its predecessor it has a comfortable slim fit and it 
is made of quality fabrics, though the RICHA® logo was integrated in a new way. The 8,000 mm waterproof membrane keeps you dry, 
the detachable thermal lining and 4 different air vents guarantee your thermal comfort. Whether it’s cloudy, rainy or dark outside, 3M® 
reflection makes sure you are visible at all times. If you are looking for an all-season motorcycle jacket at a budget price, Gotham 2 is an 
excellent choice!

• Slim fit and sportive look

• Upgraded version of the Gotham 1

• 8,000 mm waterproof membrane 2GOII

S - 6XL

FROM €159

BLACK

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TOURING • MAN • MID-SEASON

• Detachable thermal lining

• 4 AIR VENTS®

• CE approved shoulders & elbows armour

RED

ORANGE CAMO

NEW
PRODUCT

WHITE GREEN
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2INFIIM

S - 4XL

€299

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • MID-SEASON

• Long jacket with a 3in1 construction

• Large air ventilation mesh panels, front and back

• Connection zip combination

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

• 3M® reflection material

The Infinity 2 Mesh jacket has the perfect touring fit. With its 3-in-1 construc-
tion it is perfect to face all weather conditions. Whether it is cold and rainy 
or hot and humid, you will always feel dry and comfortable. The jacket is 
made of a very strong CORDURA® fabric and is equipped with abrasion-re-
sistant mesh panels for optimal air ventilation. The D3O® protection in the 
elbows, back and shoulders can be optimized with extra chest protection. 
Going for a long and adventurous ride? Attach your jacket to any pair of RI-
CHA® pants with the short connection zipper… Fast and easy!

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK

GREY

NEW
PRODUCTINFINITY 2 MESH JACKET
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2INFIIF

S - 6XL

€349

• Introducing a new era in visibility technology

• 3M® reflective material that lights up day and night

• Fully washable

• Extremely versatile jacket (3-in-1 technology)

• The ideal partner for your daily rides

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

Possibly the most versatile motorcycle jacket you will ever own! The 3-in-1 
technology makes this jacket your ideal commuting partner: you can wear 
it every day and wash the jacket whenever you want. D3O® protection along 
your shoulders, elbows and back guarantees your safety in case of an im-
pact. To top it all off, the Infinity 2 Flare jacket introduces a new era in visi-
bility

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

NEW
PRODUCTINFINITY 2 FLARE JACKET

TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON
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BLACK ORANGE FLUO YELLOW

TITANIUM MATT BROWN

2INFII

S - 12XL

FROM €299

INFINITY 2 JACKET
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

• 8.000mm membrane inner lining that is waterproof and removable

• Extremely comfortable to wear

• 3M® reflective strokes

• Numerous inside & outside storage

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

From heat waves to freezing temperatures, from heavy rain showers to high 
level of humidity, this jacket will protect you through each weather condi-
tion thanks to it’s AIR VENT SYSTEM® you can breathe while keeping your 
body dry because it expels the moisture/sweat quickly away. No matter how 
much rain falls on you, you will always stay dry! The construction of the In-
finity consists of 2 detachable layers: the 8.000mm removable layer mem-
brane, and the removable thermo liner.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

URBAN GREEN
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• 100% Waterproof

• 3M® Reflective panelling for increased visibility

• Removable membrane & thermo linner

• D3O® armour in the back, shoulders and elbows

• Mesh panels at arms & waist

AIRSTREAM 2 JACKET
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

The RICHA® Airstream 2 waterproof jacket features D3O® armour pro-
tection on the back, shoulder and elbows. It is a jacket designed for com-
fort whilst never compromising on protection. It is fully waterproof with a 
breathable layer inside. Extra reflective panels for increased visibility whilst 
on the road. The Airstream comes in three new eye catching colours, mean-
ing you don’t compromise on style or safety. A perfect sports style for the 
commuter and touring bike rider.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

WHITE (2AW)

S - 12XL

FROM €249

93

BLACK ORANGE FLUO YELLOW GREY/FLUO
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AIRSTRIKE 2 JACKET

If you know this jacket’s predecessors we won’t have to convince you, but just in case you don’t: Airstrike 2 is the fourth generation of our 
5-star summer jacket. With its optimized design and its high-density polyamide outer layer it offers you the ultimate comfort during hot 
summer rides, while 3M® reflective details and D3O® protectors along the shoulders, back and elbows guarantee your safety.

• Highdensity polyamide outer layer

• Big mesh panels front, back & inner arms

• D3O® armour in the shoulders & elbows

• Prepared for D3O® back protection

2AIRII

S - 6XL

€149

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TOURING • MAN • SPRING/SUMMER

• 3M® reflection material

• Velcro band allows a perfect waist adjustment

• Collar has a soft neoprene border

• Short connection zipper

BLACK BLACK/FLUO CAMO

NEW
PRODUCT
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• High-density polyamide outer layer

• 100% Waterproof

• Highly efficient AIR VENT® system with ventilation zips on chest and back

• 3M®  Reflective strokes

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

FLUO

PHANTOM 2 JACKET
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

Fans of our Phantom motorcycle jacket will be happy to discover the Phan-
tom 2 with its improved design. We integrated the latest technologies – 
D3O® protection along the shoulders, elbows and back, a high-quality wa-
terproof fabric, extra airflow functionalities – and gave it a fresh look. The 
detachable thermal lining makes it a great all-seasons jacket. With reflec-
tive strokes to increase your visibility on darker days!

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK (2PHAII)

S - 12XL

FROM €199

• 420D Polyester combined with Full Mesh panels

• Removable waterproof membrane

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

• 2 water-repellent side pockets with zip

• 3M® reflection material

• Adjustable at the waist

STORMWIND JACKET
TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

Don’t worry about extreme weather conditions, because this Stormwind 
motorcycle jacket was designed to keep you dry and warm, even during a 
fierce thunder storm. The outside membrane is fully waterproof and won’t 
let in any rain or humidity. 
Getting too hot inside your jacket? Just use the ventilation system to let the 
air flow and to keep your body dry. 3M® reflection and D3O® protectors are 
integrated to guarantee your safety, night and day.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

GREY/SAND (2STW)

S - 6XL

€199

TITANIUM

BLACK GREY/FLUO GREY/BLACK
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• High-density abrasive 600D polyester combined with big mesh panels 

• Soft mesh lining

• RETRO REFLEX® technology

• Collar finish in soft neoprene and press button closure at the collar

• SW protectors elbow and shoulder

• Foam protector at the back

AIRBENDER JACKET
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • SPRING/SUMMER

Developed from the successful Summerbreeze jacket, back in 2006, the 
Airbender starts a new era. Stronger fabrics, more reinforcement and more 
visibility, with the Airbender jacket and pants, you can hit the road. Your 
perfect summer holiday match.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BROWN (2AB)

S - 6XL

€129

• High-density polyamide outshell with full mesh panels

• Comfortable polyester lining

• Tear– and abrasion resistant ripstop fabric at shoulders and lower arm

• Mesh panels on chest, sleeves, side & back to ensure optimal ventilation

• Detachable thermal liner serves as extra insulation layer

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

SCIROCCO JACKET
TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

Its athletic look and its versatility make this Scirocco motorcycle jacket a 
true all-rounder. Integrated mesh on the chest, back and sleeves will keep 
you cool on summer rides. And on colder days, you just zip in the thermal 
inner lining and 8,000 mm waterproof membrane. The bottom zip makes it 
quick and easy to attach to any pair of RICHA® trousers. And with CE-certi-
fied D3O® protection on the shoulders, back and elbows, it will always keep 
you safe.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TITANIUM (2SC)

S - 6XL

€289

BLACK BLACK/FLUO GREY GREY/FLUO

GREY/FLUOFLUO YELLOWRED
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• Combination of 600D polyester oxford and reflex materials

• REISSA membrane; Removable heat lining, sliding lining made of cotton

• Highly efficient AIRVENT system with ventilation zippers chest and back

• Comfort collar

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

• Cuff and waist adjustment straps

FLUO

STORM 2 JACKET
TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

The Storm 2 textile jacket is available at a sensational low price. From spring 
to late autumn, this breathable, windproof and waterproof motorcycle jack-
et with removable thermal lining offers you everything for virtually every 
occasion. Availabel until 12XL.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK (2STII)

S - 12XL

FROM €159

• High performance softshell

• 8.000 mm Waterproof membrane Z-liner

• Separate inner quilted down jacket.

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

• 3M® reflection material

SHELL JACKET
TOURING • MAN • MID-SEASON

The Richa Shell jacket is flowed together in a waterproof classy and urban 
style. 

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

2SH

S - 6XL

€259

BLACK/FLUO
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• High-density abrasive 600D polyester combined with big mesh panels 

• Soft mesh lining

• RETRO REFLEX® technology

• Collar finish in soft neoprene and press button closure at the collar

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

COOLSUMMER JACKET
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

Comfortable and safe summer jacket! The Cool Summer is, as the name im-
plies, a jacket designed for the summer. The jacket is made of durable 600D 
polyester for safety, and heavy duty mesh fabric for good ventilation. The 
CE-approved D3O® shields on the back, shoulders & elbows help keep you 
protected in case of an accident, at the same time as they're comfortable to 
wear. They are soft and flexible in normal use.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK/GREY (2CS)

S - 12XL

FROM €159

• Upgraded with mesh panels

• Abrasion-resistant mesh for optimal airflow control

• 3M® reflective details

• D3O® protection for your shoulders, elbows & back

• Detachable hoodie

ATOMIC HOODIE
TOURING • MAN • MID-SEASON

Though it does not necessarily look like a motorcycle jacket, ATOMIC AIR 
is the ideal travel companion on any ride. This high-performance softshell 
jacket is one of RICHA’s classics and has recently been upgraded with abra-
sion-resistant mesh panels that guarantee an optimal airflow control. Other 
features that make this jacket an absolute must have are the 3M reflective 
details, D3O® protection and that cool detachable hoodie. The perfect jack-
et to keep you warm during and after your ride.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK (2ATM)

S - 6XL

FROM €219

BLACK

CAMOGREYNAVY BLUE
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S - 6XL

€99

2BU

S - 6XL

€99

• 2 side pockets (zip closure)

• Short connection zipper to match with eg. Airbender trousers

• 100% waterproof

• Adjustable waist (velcro system)

• SW protectors at elbow & shoulder, ce certified en1621-1:1997 (level 1) and 

foam back protector (non certified)

BUSTER JACKET
TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

• Taslanised Airdura material used

• CE approved knee armour

• Short connection zip for Richa jackets

• Removable thermal liner

• Waterproof and breathable

BUSTER PANTS
TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

Sports style textile trouser with CE armour in knees and detachable 
thermal inner lining.

FE
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BLACK (7BU)

FLUO BLACK/FLUO

NEW
PRODUCT

NEW
PRODUCT
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XS - 12XL

FROM €159

7CHD

XS - 3XL

€189

• Reflective panelling for increased visibility

• CE approved protection

• Thermal layer 

• 3M® reflection material

• D3O® armour on the knees

CHLOE PANTS
TOURING • WOMAN • ALL SEASON

Richa Chloe ladies trousers are a textile construction, offering comfort 
and protection whilst motorcycling. They come with CE approved pro-
tection and a thermal layer, making them a great all round bikers trou-
ser. The Chloe pants feature reflective panels for increased visibility.

FE
A
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R
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• 600D abrasion-resistant polyester & heavy-duty mesh panels

• Soft mesh lining

• Retro Reflex technology under leg

• 3M® reflection material

• D3O® armour on the knees

COOLSUMMER PANTS
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

The ultimate match with your Cool Summer jacket. High quality mate-
rials to ensure your safety, on those warm summer days. Available until 
12XL.

FE
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S

GREY/BLACK (7CS)

BLACK
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7COIII

S - 6XL

€199

CONCEPT 3 PANTS
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

• 3L softshell with a 10,000 mm membrane

• 2 waterproof YKK sidezippers from waist to ankle

• 3M® reflection material

• D3O® armour on the knees

You want to go to work on your bike, but don’t want to waste any time 
changing into your motorcycle outfit? Just put on your Concept 3 motorcy-
cle pants and you are ready to face wind and rain. No need to take of your 
shoes as you can quickly unzip your trouser pants with the handy two-way 
zipper, going all the way from your waist down to your ankles. A 3L softshell 
with a 10,000mm membrane and waterproof zippers will keep your legs 
dry in any rain shower, while 3M® reflection and D3O® protection guarantee 
your safety.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

NEW
PRODUCT
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• 600d high-density poly Cordura®

• Soft polymesh lining

• Detachable waterproof 8.000mm membrane

• 3M® Reflection details 

• Contra Glide® technology (non-slip areas)

• D3O® armour on the knees

BLACK/FLUO

CAMARGUE EVO PANTS
TOURING • MAN • SUMMER

The Camargue Evo is equipped with a removable rain membrane and 
a thermo lining that makes the pants extremely suitable for riders who 
are on the road with all weather conditions, such as touring or “every 
day” riders. The pants have a simple and tight style and also do look 
good on a naked or touring motorcycle. Available in long and short ver-
sion.

FE
A
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BLACK (7CE)

S - 6XL

€229

• Waterproof 8.000mm membrane

• D3O® armour on the knees

• Reflection zones

• Short connection zipper

• Sufficient storage options

• 3M® reflection material

SOFTSHELL PANTS
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

Riding with the comfort of a tracksuit but with the safety of an average 
motorcycle pants? 2 layer super comfortable softshell pants, which you 
can possibly combine with an equally comfortable Richa Softshell jack-
et. Available in long & short version.

FE
A
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R

E
S

BLACK (7SS)

S - 6XL

€169
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•  High-density abrasive 600D polyester combined with full mesh panels for 

maximum ventilation

• Big airvent mesh panels

• Stretch panels on the knees

• 3M® reflective zones

• SW protectors knee (CE certified level 1)

BLACK

AIRBENDER PANTS
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

Developed from the successful Summerbreeze collection, back in 2006, 
the Airbender starts a new era. Stronger fabrics, more reinforcement 
and more visibility, with the Airbender jacket and pants, you can hit the 
road. Your perfect summer holiday match.

FE
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GREY (7AB)

S - 6XL

€129

• 600D Polycordura, combined with anti-abrasion ripstop 

• Full mesh panels allowing maximum ventilation

• Detachable HUMAX® membrane (5.000 mm water column)

• D3O® armour on the knees

• Contra Glide® technology prevents saddle slipping 

• Retro Reflex® technology on the knees and under leg

AIRVENT EVO PANTS
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • MID-SEASON

Motorcycle pants that keep you dry on hot days and during heavy 
rain showers. These Airvent pants are exactly what you need: made of 
high-density CORDURA® nylon, with a removable waterproof 8.000mm 
membrane and large AIRVENT® panels to keep your body cool and dry. 
Soft foam protects your hips and there is CE certified D3O® protection 
along your knees. Available in long & short version.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK/RED (7AVE)

S - 6XL

€199

BLACK GREY
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• 600D high-density CORDURA® nylon

• Fixed breathable membrane (8.000 mm water column)

• Soft polymesh lining

• Contra Glide® technology (non-slip areas)

• D3O® armour on the knees

• Retro Reflex® reflection details

BLACK/FLUO

COLORADO PANTS
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

A strong construction made of 600D CORDURA® nylon and a 8.000mm 
waterproof membrane that keeps you dry when the weather turns wet. 
Colorado simply has everything you need from a pair of a motorcycle 
trousers. D3O® protection protects your knees. Riding your bike at 
night? The Retro Reflex details make sure other road users will notice 
you. A great all-rounder! Available in long, short & big size.

FE
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BLACK (7CL)

XS - 12XL

FROM €199

• 100% Waterproof

• CE certified armour on the knees

• Reflection zones

• Short connection zippe

• Sufficient storage options

DENVER PANTS
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

Premium quality for a very attractive price, that is what makes Denver so 
attractive. The trousers are made of high-density CORDURA® nylon and 
have a taffeta membrane that keeps the water out. They are equipped 
with protection along the hips – comfortable foam – and knees – CE cer-
tified protection – and Retro Reflex® details that increase your visibility 
at night or on darker days. Contra Glide® technology keeps you firmly in 
the saddle. Available in long, short & kids version.

FE
A
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R
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S

BLACK (7DV)

S - 6XL

€139
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GORE-TEX® GLOVES

HIGH-TECH COMFORT FOR YOUR HANDS 
If your hands get cold even while you are wearing gloves, it’s often caused by moisture in the  
insulation. It may come from the outside if the gloves aren’t waterproof or from the inside if  
they trap perspiration because they don’t breathe. Reliable breathable protection is why  
GORE-TEX® gloves are the choice of winter athletes , adventurers or motorcyclists.     
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GORE-TEX® GLOVES

HIGH-TECH COMFORT FOR YOUR HANDS 
If your hands get cold even while you are wearing gloves, it’s often caused by moisture in the  
insulation. It may come from the outside if the gloves aren’t waterproof or from the inside if  
they trap perspiration because they don’t breathe. Reliable breathable protection is why  
GORE-TEX® gloves are the choice of winter athletes , adventurers or motorcyclists.     

 

GORE-TEX® GLOVES TECHNOLOGIES
All gloves engineered with GORE-TEX® inserts are durably waterproof, windproof and  

 
 

 
 

 

Protection and comfort. 
Waterproof and breathable.

G
O

R
E-TEX®

 G
LO

VES

 Outstanding tactility. 
 Sure grip.  

 
 

 
 

 
 

Outer Shell

Insulation

Grip tape prevents 
movement between the 
layers under pressureInner Lining

Water stays on the outside while perspiration can easily escape from the inside. Less moisture is trapped in the insulation, 
so it remains drier and keeps hands warmer. The result: enduring weather protection and personal comfort, balanced heat 
transfer and optimum moisture management. Your hands stay warmer when it’s cold, and drier when you perspire.

These gloves offer the feel of direct grip and high tactility. The innovative combination of these characteristics has been 
made possible by a special layered construction which attaches the normally loose layers of the glove to each other, 
preventing movement between them. They provide optimum tactility and better dexterity for a sure grip. This makes it 
easier to handle poles, handlebars, zippers, goggles, etc.



110110
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ATLANTIC GORE-TEX® GLOVE

Since even summer rides can be quite wet, RICHA developed these Atlantic GORE-TEX® gloves: light, comfortable and 100% waterproof. 
Sweaty hands belong to the past thanks to their light-weight fabric with Gore-Grip® technology. D3O® protection secures your knuckles 
against any impact. Other perks: the 3M® reflection and an integrated screen wiper.

• The ultimate waterproof summer glove

• Gore-grip® technology for a perfect fit and grip

• D3O® knuckle protector 5ATL

S - 3XL

€139

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TOURING • MAN • MID-SEASON

• 3M® reflection material

• Integrated screen wiper

• Impact fabric for optimal slide protection

NEW
PRODUCT

AVAILABLE COLOURS

BLACK
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GHENT GORE-TEX® GLOVE

Soft on the inside, strong on the outside. These Ghent GORE-TEX® gloves are a must have accessory for every urban commuter who is not 
afraid to face wintry weather conditions. 3M® reflection helps you stand out in traffic, your knuckles are protected with D3O® technology. 
A handy screen wiper is integrated in the gloves. Our tip if you are looking for a good pair of mid-season or winter gloves!

• Breathable wind & waterproof GORETEX® insert

• D3O® knuckle impact protector

• Integrated screen wiper 5GH

S - 3XL

€139

FE
A
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R

E
S

TOURING • MAN • WINTER

• 3M® reflection material

• PrimaLoft® lining

• Softtouch lining

NEW
PRODUCT
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NORDIC GORE-TEX® GLOVE

The Nordic GORE-TEX® glove is the ultimate warmest glove ever and offers dual chamber functionality so you never lose control of the 
handle bar. Warm, wind- and water-protective glove with fleece lining and lobster claw (split finger) design, this is to keep your fingers 
even more warm than in regular winter glove design.

• Breathable wind & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• GORE-TEX® 2-in-1 technology

• Full waterproof design insulation

• Dual chamber construction with single thumb chamber
5NOR

S - 3XL

€129

FE
A
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R

E
S

TOURING • MAN • WINTER

• 3M® reflection material

• 2x2 split finger configuration

• Leather wrapped back of fingers

NEW
PRODUCT
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COLDSPRING 2 GORE-TEX® GLOVE

The Cold Spring 2 glove has goat skin on the inside of the hand and fingers. The exterior is made of Nyspan which is a 4-way stretch fabric 
to provide the best comfort. 100% wind and waterproof GORE-TEX® lining. Interior of Pique®, which is a fabric with a waffle-patterned 
surface to give the hand great comfort.

• Breathable wind & waterproof GORETEX® insert

• Soft, warm trifleece lining

• Velcro strap on the wrist, cuff with zipper 5CSII

S - 3XL

€99

FE
A
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R
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S

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • MID-SEASON

• 3M® reflection material

• Palm made of soft, waterrepellent goat leather

• Touch-screen fabric on the index finger (smartphone use)

NEW
PRODUCT
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WARMGRIP GORE-TEX® GLOVE

These full-grain leather inner palm gloves - with 3M® reflectors and a screen wiper - were especially designed for motorcycles with heated 
grips. The inner Gore-Grip® membrane fits perfectly around your palm and is attached directly to the outer shell, conducting the heat 
from the grips straight to your hands. The PrimaLoft® lining also gives you a better grip and drains moisture. The ultimate thermal com-
fort, even on the coldest days!

• Breathable wind & waterproof GORETEX® insert

• D3O® knuckleimpact protectors

• Integrated screen wiper 5WG

S - 3XL

€129

FE
A
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R
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S

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • WINTER

• 3M® reflection material

• PrimaLoft® lining

• Softtouch lining

• Velcro strop under wrist

NEW
PRODUCT
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• Premium quality goat leather and nylon CORDURA®

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Tri-fleece soft lining

• Retro Reflex® technology for a better visibility

• Velcro wrist strap & YKK camlock closure

TOURING • MAN • WINTER

A great pair of gloves that feels warm and comfortable all year round. They 
are made of premium quality goat leather and abrasion resistant nylon 
CORDURA® that will fit perfectly around your hands and wrists. The tri-
fleece lining feels nice and soft while GORE-TEX® technology keeps your 
hands warm & dry. With extra protection at your palms and Retro Reflex® 
details!

FE
A
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R
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S - 4XL

€89

• Combination of goat leather & nyspan stretch fabric

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Tri-fleece soft lining

• TPR knuckle protector and TPR reinforcements on fingers

• Anti-abrasion Superfabric® zones on pink & palm

• 3-Double wrist velcro closure improves the level of protection

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

The ultimate pair of motorcycle gloves for the winter season, combining op-
timum 3M® Thinsulate® insulation with the best protection. They are made 
of anti-abrasion textile and stretchable Nyspan, with leather panels along 
the fingers, knuckles and palm. TPR reinforcement protects your knuck-
les and fingers, while you enjoy the warm feeling of the soft fleece lining 
around your hands.

FE
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BLACK (5CP)

S - 4XL

€129

FLUO YELLOW

5BU

BUSTER GORE-TEX® GLOVE

COLDPROTECT GORE-TEX® GLOVE
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• Goat & cow leather combined with nyspan

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Tri-fleece soft lining

• PVC CE knuckle protector

• Leather palm reinforcement

• Conductive fabric on index finger & thumb (for smartphone/navigation system)

CITY GORE-TEX® GLOVE 
TOURING • MAN • WINTER

A motorcycle touring essential that offers you all the protection and insu-
lation you need on long, wintry bike rides. They are made of anti-abrasion 
textile with a GORE-TEX® membrane and we inserted strips of leather in 
crucial areas like the fingers and the palm. Comfortable winter gloves with 
CE certified knuckle protection!

FE
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5CI

S - 4XL

€99

• Combination of goat leather & polyamide

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Tri-fleece lining

• Hard CE knuckle protector

• RICHA® gel impact protection

• D3O® inner palm & integrated screen wipper

HURRICANE GORE-TEX® GLOVE
TOURING • MAN • MID-SEASON

Never mind the cold or rain with these winter gloves and their waterproof 
GORE-TEX® membrane. They are made of sturdy anti-abrasion textile com-
bined with stretch Nyspan and leather panels for extra comfort and protec-
tion. We inserted TPR protection in the knuckles and a soft impact gel along 
the palms. Thinsulate insulation and a soft fleece lining keep your hands 
warm and comfortable during every winter ride.

FE
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S

5HU

S - 4XL

€129
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• Goatskin & Nyspan comfort stretch combination

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Tri-fleece soft lining

• PVC CE knuckle protector

• Leather reinforcements on palm and fingers

• Double velcro wrist closure allows perfect fitting

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • WINTER

Conquer the winter cold with these Gore-Tex motorcycle gloves. Nice and 
soft on the inside, water- and windproof on the outside. 
These Ice Polar GORE-TEX® gloves have a clean design and are made of 
anti-abrasion textile and stretchable Nyspan. The palms and fingers are re-
inforced with leather panels, your knuckles are protected with TPR.
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S - 3XL

€99

• Combination of goat leather & nyspan stretch fabric

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Tri-fleece soft lining

• D3O® knuckle protection

• Integrated finger screen wiper

TOURING • MAN• WINTER

The continuous research to find the perfect winter glove, led Richa to the 
newly presented Mountain GORE-TEX® glove.
A special PrimaLoft® insulation, for increased warmth , with the double cuff 
construction, which allows your jacket cuff to be integrated into the glove 
and keep your inner glove dry.
This is a perfect all-round riding glove for comfort, protection and warmth.
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BLACK (5MOG)

S - 3XL

€199

FLUO YELLOW

5IPH

ICE POLAR GORE-TEX® GLOVE

MOUNTAIN GORE-TEX GLOVE
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• Top quality goat leather combined with nyspan

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Tri-fleece soft lining

• Leather reinforcements on fingers

• RICHA® gel impact protection

• Anti-abrasion Superfabric® knuckle protection

LEVEL 2 IN 1 GORE-TEX® GLOVE 
TOURING • MAN • ALL SEASON

These Level 2-in-1 GORE-TEX® gloves were designed to face extreme cold 
and to be used with heated grips.
The double chamber system facilitates the heat transfer and keeps your 
hands and fingers warm, while the GORE-TEX® membrane keeps them dry. 
Soft protectors shield your knuckles from any unwanted impact. Leather 
panels are inserted along the palm and fingers for extra comfort.
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5LE

S - 3XL

€159

• Premium goat leather with Nyspan stretch textile

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Tri-fleece soft lining

• D3O® impact knuckle foam

• RICHA® gel impact protection

• Leather reinforcement on pink and palm

NORTH GORE-TEX® GLOVE
TOURING • MAN • WINTER

If you prefer winter gloves with a soft feel, these North GORE-TEX® gloves 
might be your ideal pair. They are made of fine goat leather and Nyspan 
stretch, with the softest tri-fleece lining.
Your knuckles are protected with D3O® technology and RICHA® gel is in-
serted to protect your palms. Extra assets: the reflective details that increase 
your visibility and a double Velcro closure for a perfect fit.

FE
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FLUO (5NTH)

M - 4XL

€139

BLACK
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• Mix of premium quality goat leather and nylon stretch

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Gore Grip® technology provides an optimal grip in any weather condition

• Tri-fleece soft lining

• Retro Reflex® technology for a better visibility

• Closure with smart velcro

TOURING • MAN • MID-SEASON

The Soft Winter Evo GORE-TEX® are comfortable winter gloves that protect 
your hands from water and wind but still allowing a good airflow. The tri-
ple-fleece inner lining keeps your hands warm while premium goat leather 
& stretch nylon provide protection and comfort. 
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S - 3XL

€119

• Leather construction

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Tri-fleece soft lining

• Hard knuckle protection

• 3M® reflective material

• Hook and loop fastening system

TOURING • MAN • MID-SEASON

These motorcycle gloves are perfect for touring in autumn or spring. 
Their greatest asset? The high-quality leather with its comfortable fit, the 
tri-fleece lining that keeps your hands warm on longer rides and of course 
the GORE-TEX® membrane that keeps out the rain and cold. Besides that, 
Gore-Grip® technology provides an optimal grip in any weather condition. 
With PVC knuckle protection!

FE
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5STG

S - 4XL

€149

5SWE

SOFTWINTER EVO GORE-TEX® GLOVE

STREET TOURING GORE-TEX® GLOVE
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• Mix of premium quality goat leather and nylon stretch

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Gore Grip® technology provides an optimal grip in any weather condition

• Tri-fleece soft lining

• 3M® reflection material

• Closure with smart velcro

TYPHOON GORE-TEX® GLOVE 
TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • MID-SEASON

The success of the Hurricane GORE-TEX® with the hard surface knuckle 
protector inspired us to develop this Typhoon GORE-TEX® glove with soft 
D3O® protection. The outer shell is still made of leather, which makes it the 
ultimate mid-season touring glove. It is equipped with a GORE-TEX® mem-
brane and Gore-Grip® technology for full control at any time.
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BLACK (5TY)

S - 4XL

€139

• Premium goat leather with Nyspan stretch textile

• Breathable wind- & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Tri-fleece soft lining

• CE approved knuckle protector

• RICHA® gel impact protection

• Leather reinforcement on pink and palm

WINDCUFF EVO GORE-TEX® GLOVE
TOURING • MAN • WINTER

The Wind Cuff Evo GORE-TEX® was designed to withstand the forces of na-
ture! It is equipped with a breathable GORE-TEX® membrane, which is also 
water-resistant and ensures that the hands do not sweat. The design is so 
sophisticated that rain does not penetrate the fabric. A mix of high-quality 
goatskin and cow leather protects your hands in the event of an accident. 
There are protectors on the knuckles that protect against rockfalls and im-
pacts.
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FLUO YELLOW (5WCE)

M - 3XL

€149

FLUO YELLOW

BLACK
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SOPHIA GORE-TEX® GLOVE

With these double-cuffed winter gloves – a combination of leather and anti-abrasion textile - there is no chance of getting cold wrists 
or hands. Thanks to the GORE-TEX® membrane they are fully waterproof and 3M® Thinsulation® keeps your hands warm while you are 
enjoying your winter ride. D3O® protects your knuckles, the palms are reinforced with soft leather.

• Leather and antiabrasion textile

• Breathable wind & waterproof GORETEX® insert

• Soft, warm trifleece lining 5SOG

XS - 2XL

€99

FE
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S

TOURING • WOMAN • WINTER

• 3M® Thinsulation®

• Velcro strap on the wrist, cuff with zipper

PINK

AVAILABLE COLOURS
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JUDY GORE-TEX® GLOVE

The ultimate combo of elegance and insulation, these Judy GORE-TEX® gloves. They are made of fine goat leather and Taslan nylon, an 
extremely strong and durable fabric. The comfortable tri-fleece lining feels soft and warm, while the waterproof GORE-TEX® membrane 
keeps the rain and cold out. Soft foam protects your knuckles and palms, and with the Velcro strap your gloves are super easy to adjust.

• Premium goat leather with Taslan and Nash nylon

• Breathable wind & waterproof GORE-TEX® insert

• Trifleece soft lining 5JUD

S - XL

€89
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TOURING • WOMAN • MID-SEASON

• Retro Reflex® technology for better visibility

• Impact foam on the palm
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DIANA GORE-TEX® GLOVE

These might be our favorite winter gloves because of their great fit and that comfortable combination of leather and textile. A breathable 
GORE-TEX® membrane and 3M® Thinsulation® work together to keep your hands dry and warm, while the CE approved knuckle protects 
you. With the strap at your wrist you can make them fit perfectly. A winter must-have!

• Leather and anti-abrasion textile

• Breathable wind & waterproof GORETEX® insert

• CE knuckle protection 5DIG

XS - 3XL

€119
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S

TOURING • WOMAN • WINTER

• Soft, warm trifleece lining

• 3M® reflective material

• Velcro strap on the wrist, cuff with zipper

BLACK

AVAILABLE COLOURS
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The Magma 2, the successor of the Richa Magma 1 glove, that pleased thousands of bikers over the years, a slim fit design, only available 
in RICHA® gloves. The Magma 2 has been updated with the D3O® knuckle protector to offer maximum protection.

• Lightweight

• Vented fingers

• KeProtec® stretch panels 5MAII

XS - 4XL

€69

FE
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E
S

RACING • MAN • SUMMER

• Leather reinforced palm

• D3O® knuckle protectors

RED FLUO YELLOW WHITE

NEW
PRODUCT

AVAILABLE COLOURS

MAGMA 2 GLOVE
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• Full premium leather

• Soft polyester lining

• Hard knuckle protection

• Velcro closure for optimal fitting 

RACING • MAN • SUMMER

The new RICHA® Rotate glove is one of the most advanced summer gloves 
on the market. This glove suits sports, touring  & naked bikers. The Rotate 
offers good protection thanks to a complete leather palm and upperhand. 
The EN13594:2015 KP standard ensures your maximum protection. The 
strongest point about the Rotate is, the wide entrance, which makes it easy 
for even the strongest hands
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XS - 4XL

€69

• Nylon 4-way stretch, Lycra (fingers)

• Artificial leather on the palm and soft polyester lining

• Knuckle protector 

• Touch-screen fabric on the index finger (smartphone use)

• Protective reinforcement on the back

• Velcro wrist closure

TOURING • MAN • SUMMER

A new Richa stylished summer glove, that offers great protection for an 
even greater price.
A full leather palm, reinforced with an impact protector at the upper hand 
and inner palm.
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BLACK (5SSR)

S - 3XL

€49

BLACK (5ROT)

ROTATE GLOVE

SUMMER SPORT R GLOVE

NEW
PRODUCT

NEW
PRODUCT

WHITE

FLUO YELLOW
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• Constructed of air stretch mesh

• Premium goat leather palm and fingers

• PVC CE knuckle protector

• TPR finger protection with built-in ventilation

• Temper foam protections on fingers and palm

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

These BLAST gloves – available for men and women - combine the ultimate 
protection with the very best ventilation. They are made of quality goatskin 
leather and mesh, with memory foam at the fingers and palms, synthetic 
protection at your knuckles and TPR (thermo-synthetic rubber) with built-
in ventilation at your fingers. An absolute winner!
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BLACK (5BLA)

S - 4XL

€69

RACING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

This sports glove has everything a motorbike rider needs: comfort, 
protection and a rugged look. The premium quality goatskin of the 
Stealth glove is reinforced with aramid stitching to ensure safety! To 
improve comfort the leather is also perforated for optimal ventila-
tion.
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ORANGE (5STL)

XS - 4XL

€79

BLAST GLOVE

STEALTH GLOVE

ORANGE FLUO YELLOW

BLACK FLUO YELLOW BLUE

RED PINK WHITE

WHITE
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• Premium goat leather combined with air stretch mesh

• Hard knuckle protector

• Vented velcro closure on wrist

RACING • MAN • SUMMER

Lightweight and airy, but with protection where you need it, the Basalt 2 
gloves are not to be ignored. With padded hard knuckle armour, soft pad-
ded palm and neoprene rubber finger sliders. With a sleek black leather 
and textile design these gloves are the perfect choice for any summer ride.

FE
A
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R
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S

XS - 4XL

€39

• Full premium leather

• Soft polyester lining

• Hard knuckle protection

• Rubber and foam protection on fingers 

• Two velcro closure for optimal fitting

• Hard impact protection at palm

RACING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

The Warrior Evo is everything you can expect from a sports motorcycle glove. 
The Warrior Evo is made of the combination of goat leather, cow leather and 
lycra. This mix gives to this gloves resistance and comfort. On the knuckles 
there is CE-tested knuckle protection with a carbon look. These gloves are 
reinforced on the fingers and palm.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK (5WAE)

S - 4XL

€89

5BAII

BASALT 2 GLOVE

WARRIOR EVO GLOVE

WHITE
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• Full premium leather

• Soft polyester lining

• Hard knuckle protection

• Foam impact protection at fingers & palms

• Velcro closure for optimal fitting 

• Also available in waterproof version with hipora membrane

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

Comfortable glove made of premium leather! 
The soft polyester inner lining prevents the hands from getting stuck in the 
gloves when it is hot outside.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

5HAW

S - 4XL

FROM €79

RACING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

BLACK (5SAII)

XS - 4XL

FROM €119

HAWK GLOVE

SAVAGE 2 GLOVE

WATERPROOF
VERSION

FLUO YELLOW WHITE WATERPROOF
VERSION

• Perforated leather construction

• Hard knuckle protection

• Vented fingers for increased airflow

• Hard finger protection

• Hook and loop fastening system

• Also available in waterproof version with hipora membrane

This racing glove combines the best of both worlds - the palm, knuckle and 
wrist protectors provide the ultimate in protection, use of the best leather 
qualities and over 60 years of experience in the glove manufacture’s superb 
fit. The finger and hand ventilation through the AirFit ventilation system 
also create a pleasant climate inside the glove even in summer.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S
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• Wrist length

• Moulded hard carbon knuckle

• Reinforced palm

• Vented leather panels

• Stretch finger panels

• Velcro wrist closure

TOURING • MAN • SUMMER

Wrist length sporty glove in supple cowhide leather and durable textile 
combination. Other features include moulded hard carbon knuckle pro-
tection, reinforced palm, vented leather panels, stretch finger panels and 
Velcro wrist closure.

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

XS - 3XL

€59

•  4-way nylon stretch and Lycra

• Premium goat leather outer construction

• Soft polyester lining

• EVA Foam knuckle and palm protection

• Elastic closure

• Perforated leather on index and middle finger ensures extra ventilation

TOURING • MAN • SUMMER

No motorcycle gloves fit like these Spyder gloves. Their secret?
A unique combination of 4-way nylon stretch and Lycra, with soft goat 
leather at the palms and rubber that protects your knuckles. To top it all 
off, they have extra impact resistance along the palms, an easily adjustable 
velcro closure and special touchscreen fabric on the index finger. 

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

BLACK (5SPY)

S - 4XL

€49

5PS

PROTECT SUMMER GLOVE

SPYDER GLOVE

FLUO YELLOW WHITE
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• Nylon 4-way stretch, Lycra (fingers)

• Artificial leather on the palm

• Soft polyester lining

• CE knuckle protector 

• Touch-screen fabric on the index finger (smartphone use)

• Foam reinforcements on the back and thumb

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

The Stunt glove is made of durable fabric on the upper part, and synthetic 
leather on the palm of the hand, which gives it a good grip on the han-
dles. There’s also a heel on the palm for safety reasons - it’s meant to keep 
the glove sliding in case of ending up on the asphalt.

FE
A
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S

BLACK (5STU)

S - 4XL

€39

RACING • MAN • SUMMER

BLACK (5TIR)

S - 4XL

€129

STUNT GLOVE

TIRAN GLOVE

WHITE

WHITE

• Perforated leather construction

• Hard knuckle protection

• Vented fingers for increased airflow

• Hard finger protection

• Hook and loop fastening system

• Also available in waterproof version with hipora membrane

The Tiran is an excellent sport gloves that provide good protection so that 
you can fully enjoy the ride! The gloves are made of premium leather that 
is extremely durable. A hard PVC protection on the knuckles protects your 
hands against injuries from stone chips or crushing. The fingers are rein-
forced with foam protectors. The breathable mesh-panels keeps your hands 
comfortable and makes the gloves easy to take off when it is hot outside. 
The palm heel sliders ensure that the gloves slide on the asphalt if needed.

FE
A
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SUMMERFLY 2 GLOVE

The Summerfly 1 glove has done a great job for more than 10 years in the Richa collection. 
The great quality has been proven over the years, high quality leather skin, reinforced mesh panels for optimal ventilation and the 
EN13594:2015 standard for your protection. This summer glove is the bikers friend on hot summer days. Creating a great comfort for your 
hands while enjoying your ride.

• Goat leather

• Textile comfort zones

• Perforated mesh for ventilation 5SFII

S - 3XL

€59

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

• Foam protection

• Adjustable fitting thanks to hook and loop fastening system

FLUO YELLOW

AVAILABLE COLOURS

NEW
PRODUCT
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• Leather and anti-abrasion textile

• CE knuckle protection

• Soft, warm trifleece lining

• 3M® reflective material

• Velcro strap on the wrist, cuff with zipper

TOURING • WOMAN • MID-SEASON

The Ella is the new Richa warm lady glove. Knuckle protection to protect 
your hand and high quality leather palm construction. A Hipora mem-
brane will keep your hands dry. 

FE
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PINK (5ELL)

XS- XL

€69

RACING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

5DELM

S - 4XL

€25

ELLA GLOVE

DESERT MX GLOVE

BLACK

• Built specifically for cyclocross riding

• High breathability throughout, with vented finger inserts

• Embossed neoprene back of hand and cuff with Velcro closure

• Microsuede thumb panel

Enjoy your ride with the Desert MX glove. A soft material that gives com-
fort and a good protection against impact. The perfect glove for Enduro 
and off-road fun !

FE
A
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R

E
S

NEW
PRODUCT

NEW
PRODUCT
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• Stretch polyester outshell, goat leather on the palm

• CE knuckle protector

• Extra foam impact protection on palm and cuff

• Warm polyester fleece lining 

• Retro Reflex® technology for optimal visibility

• Extra long winter cuff ensures a better isolation

TOURING • MAN • WINTER

Warm motorcycle gloves with a soft feel for a friendly price?
Our Alaska gloves are exactly what you are looking for. They are made of 
polyester stretch with goat leather and foam padding along the palms, in 
combination  with a soft fleece lining. Comfort and safety, thanks to the 
Retro Reflection® details and CE certified knuckle protection.

FE
A
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R
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S

S - 4XL

€79

• Goat leather combined with polyamide

• Breathable wind- & waterproof Hipora® membrane

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

The Summer Rain Gloves are superbly styled lightweight waterproof 
glove in a leather/textile mix with reinforced palms, knuckles and fingers 
as well as elasticated fingers and velcro cuffs. The inner hand is reinforced 
with Chamude whilst sewn in reflectors improves your visibility in the 
dark.

FE
A
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R

E
S

5SRH

S - 3XL

€49

5ALA

ALASKA GLOVE

SUMMERRAIN GLOVE
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• Goat & cow leather combined with comfort stretch

• Breathable wind- & waterproof Hipora® membrane

• Hard CE knuckle protector in accordance with EN-13594:2002

• Superfabric® zone on palm & little finger• Double velcro wrist closure

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • WINTER

Stay warm this winter with these motorcycle gloves from RICHA® called 
the Arctic! They’re warm, waterproof and most importantly have the pro-
tection you want.

FE
A
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S

5AR

XS - 3XL

FROM €99

TOURING • MAN • SUMMER

5SZ

S - 3XL

€69

ARCTIC GLOVE

SUB ZERO GLOVE

GORE-TEX®
VERSION

• 100% waterproof

• Hard protection to knuckles

• Hipora membrane

With their 3M® Thinsulation® and a waterproof Hipora membrane these 
gloves will defy rain, wind and temperatures below zero. They are made of 
anti-abrasion textile, leather and CE certified knuckle protection to keep 
your hands warm and safe. With the strap at the cuff you can easily adjust 
them for a perfect fit.

FE
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• Stretch polyester outshell, goat leather on the palm

• CE knuckle protector

• Extra foam impact protection on palm and cuff

• Warm polyester fleece lining 

• Retro Reflex® technology for optimal visibility

• Extra long winter cuff ensures a better isolation

TOURING • MAN • WINTER

They have all it takes to become your favorite pair of winter gloves: a com-
fortable combo of anti-abrasion fabric and fine goat leather, reinforce-
ments along the palm and fingers, rubber knuckle protection and extra 
foam protection. And did we mention they are also fully waterproof? Put 
on your Tormo gloves and enjoy the ride!

FE
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S

S - 4XL

€69

• Wind zero polyester combined with goat leather

• Breathable wind- & waterproof Hipora® membrane

• Hard CE knuckle protector

LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

The Wind Zero polyester is combined with goat leather. Goatskin is often 
referred to as nature’s strongest leather. It has very high tensile-strength 
and abrasion-resistant properties, but has excellent softness and is light-
weight

FE
A
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R

E
S

5WZ

S - 4XL

€59

BLACK (5TMO)

TORMO GLOVE

WINDZERO GLOVE

FLUO YELLOW
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• Stretch polyester outshell, goat leather on the palm

• CE knuckle protector

• Extra foam palm protection

• Warm polyester fleece lining

• Adjustable double velcro & elastic closure

• Extra long winter cuff ensures a better isolation

TOURING • MAN • WINTER

FE
A
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R
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S

5TAE

S - 4XL

€59

TOURING • WOMAN • WINTER

BLACK (5TN)

XS - 3XL

€49

TARGET EVO GLOVE

TINA GLOVE

• Polyester stretch outshell

• Artificial leather on the palm

• Soft polyester lining

• Double velcro & zipper wrist closure

Don’t be fooled by their modest look, because these Tina gloves have ev-
erything you need. A comfortable fit, waterproofness and reinforcements 
along your fingers and palms. Put them on quickly by using the zipper 
and easily adjust their size with the handy strap.

FE
A
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R

E
S

BLUE PINK
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• Premium goat leather

• PVC knuckle protector in accordance with EN-13594:2002

• Available in perforated version

LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

Wrist length summer gloves made from leather with moulded knuckle 
covers and finger protectors. Velcro cuff closures for security and reflec-
tive piping on the back of the hand increases your visibility in the dark 
and a double reinforced interior make these a hardy piece of protection.

FE
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S

XS - 4XL

€59

• Premium goat leather

• PVC knuckle protector in accordance with EN-13594:2002

• Velcro adjustment 

• Available in perforated version

LIFESTYLE • MAN • SUMMER

For rides in very warm and sunny weather these Custom gloves are highly 
recommended. The light colour and fine goatskin leather with ventilation 
holes on the inside and outside of your hands will keep you cool, even on 
extremely hot rides. Synthetic protection at your knuckles and reinforce-
ment at the wrists give you a safe feeling. Do you quickly suffer from cold 
hands? Then opt for the non-perforated version.

FE
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ANTIQUE BROWN (5CU)

XS - 3XL

€59

ANTIQUE BROWN (5CR)

CRUISER GLOVE

CUSTOM GLOVE

BLACK COGNAC BLACK
PERFORATED

COGNAC
PERFORATED

TAN

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

TAN
PERFORATED
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• CE aproved knuckle protector

• Touch-screen fabric on the index finger (smartphone use)

LIFESTYLE • MAN • SUMMER

The new Dieppe mid season glove is a classic style, offering all features of 
a Touring glove.
The HIPORA WP membrane ensures that the hands remain dry, during 
rainy days. The comfy and soft lining keeps your hands warm.

FE
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BLACK (5DP)

S - 3XL

€69

LIFESTYLE • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

ANTIQUE BROWN (5SC)

XS - 4XL

€49

DIEPPE GLOVE

SCOOT GLOVE

• Pemium goat leather

• Palm reinforcement

• Press button closure

• Elasticated at wrist

• Hidden rubber palm reinforcement

• Touch-screen fabric on the index finger (smartphone use)

A comfortable and classic looking full grain leather glove. 
Made of premium leather for maximum wear resistance, in combination 
with an extra reinforced palm for good grip!

FE
A
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NEW
PRODUCT

NEW COLOUR

BLACK BROWN

ANTIQUE BROWN
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• Premium quality goat leather (outer shell)

• Soft polyester lining

• Hard knuckle protector

• Foam reinforcements on fingers ,palm and thumb

• Velcro wrist closure

• Available in perforated version

LIFESTYLE • MAN • MID-SEASON

The perfect combination of comfort and protection. For the summer this 
glove is also available in perforated version for optimal ventilation.

FE
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S

XS - 4XL

€69

• Premium quality cowhide

• Soft polyester lining

• Soft knuckle protector 

• Foam reinforcements on fingers, palm and thumb

• Vertical zipper & push button

• Touch-screen fabric on the index finger (smartphone use).

LIFESTYLE • MAN • SUMMER

That original vintage look makes these Bobber Gloves real eyecatchers, 
but they have another unique feature: the special fabric at the index fin-
ger is touchscreen proof.  Very useful if you want to use your GPS on your 
smartphone or tablet. In addition, they provide tough protection at your 
knuckles and reinforced memory foam at your fingers, palms and thumb. 
Made of supple cowhide leather!

FE
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R
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S

BROWN (5BO)

S - 4XL

€89

ANTIQUE BROWN (5OL)

ORLANDO GLOVE

BOBBER GLOVE

BLACK BLACK
PERFORATED

GREY

NEW COLOUR

BROWN
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• Premium quality goat leather (outer shell)

• Soft polyester lining

• Soft knuckle protector

• Foam reinforcements on fingers palm and thumb

• Velcro wrist closure

• Perforated leather for optimal ventialtion

LIFESTYLE • MAN • SUMMER

Unleash the power of your Café Racer bike and keep full control over its 
throttle with these Arizona gloves. The superb fit, the vintage look and 
custom stitching is what makes them unique. Combining extreme pro-
tection with ventilation, they are perfect for summer. Perforated leather 
in two colors lets the air flow freely, while your hands are protected with 
CE certified hard knuckle protection.

FE
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5AZ

S - 4XL

€79

LIFESTYLE • MAN/WOMAN • MID-SEASON

BLACK (5BR)

S - 4XL

€59

ARIZONA GLOVE

BROOKLYN GLOVE

• Pemium goat leather

• Breathable wind- & waterproof Hipora® membrane

• Press button closure

• Hidden rubber palm reinforcement

Long, adventurous rides require versatile motorcycle equipment like these 
Brooklyn gloves for men and women. These are made of quality goatskin 
leather which is breathable and resistant to rain and strong wind thanks 
to the wind and watertight Hipora® membrane. The integrated rubber 
reinforcement protects your palms and you close them at the wrist with 
the push button to make them windproof. Firm and flexible.

FE
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R
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S

DARK BROWN
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• High-quality goat leather

• Breathable wind- & waterproof Hipora® membrane

• Adjustable press button closure

LIFESTYLE • MAN/WOMAN • MID-SEASON

Thin, lightly lined gloves made of premium goatskin. 
The waterproof HIPORA®-membrane keeps the gloves ventilated and 
waterproof. The fingers have an eagle grip-design, meaning that they are 
pre-curved to ensure a tight grip while riding. You can also adjust the fit 
around the wrists with the strap buttons.
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XS - 4XL

€69

• High-quality goat leather 

• Foam knuckle protection and finger protection

• Reinforced palm

• Elasticated wrist

• Velcro strap on cuff

LIFESTYLE • MAN/WOMAN • MID-SEASON

The glove is made of high-quality goat leather. The soft knuckle protec-
tions provide extra security without compromising on comfort.

FE
A
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R

E
S

5MS

XS - 4XL

€59

5F05

F05 GLOVE

MIDSEASON GLOVE
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• Soft neoprene outer shell

• Leather palm reinforcement

TOURING • MAN • SUMMER

The Neoprene glove is a lightly padded, comfortable glove that will keep 
you warm when conditions get cold and wet

FE
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5NP

XS - 3XL

€39

LIFESTYLE • MAN/WOMAN • SUMMER

5MI

S - 4XL

€39

NEOPRENE GLOVE

MITAINE GLOVE

• Perforated goat leather

• Temper foam knuckle reinforcement

Too hot to wear full finger gloves? Protect your hands and optimize your 
grip with these Mitaine gloves. The supple goat leather offers a great fit 
and is perforated for optimum ventilation. Soft foam is integrated to pro-
tect your knuckles in case of an impact. Adjust their size with the velcro 
strap so they fit perfectly!

FE
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VERONA GLOVE

The Verona glove is more than a lady motorcycle glove, it is a reflection from the fashion industry, with all aspects women are looking for. 
Great fit, softshell materials, invisible knuckle protection, Hipora to keep your hands dry. 

• Goat & cow leather combined with chamude

• Breathable wind- & waterproof HIPORA® membrane

• Elasticated wrist 5VER

XS - 3XL

€69

FE
A
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E
S

TOURING • WOMAN • MID-SEASON

NEW
PRODUCT

• Softshell outer shell

• Velcro strap on cuff
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• Goat & cow leather combined with chamude

• Breathable wind- & waterproof Hipora® membrane

• YKK Vertical zipper

TOURING • WOMAN • MID-SEASON

These gloves are wind and water resistant thanks to the HIPORA® mem-
brane. The reinforced palms prove a great grip and durability of the gloves.
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5SL

XS - XL

€59

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN/KIDS • SUMMER

BLACK (5TBK)

2XS - XL

FROM €39

SUMMER LILLY GLOVE

TURBO GLOVE

• Hard carbon panels

• Reflective panels

• Comfort thermal lining

• Reinforced palm

• Bungee type cuff closure

The coolest motorcycle gloves for kids.
And they are safe too, with the best hard knuckle protection for little 
hands and rubber reinforcements along the palms and fingers. 
Our Turbo gloves are made of high-quality anti-abrasion leather with 
strips of polyester mesh for optimum ventilation.

FE
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FLUO YELLOW RED WHITE
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VULCAN 2 BOOTS

Touring motorcycle boots should give you the best protection and good walking comfort, that’s exactly what these Vulcan 2 boots have 
to offer. The PU coated cowhide leather is fully waterproof and has various heavy-duty mesh panels for ventilation. Strong touring boots 
with an excellent fit!

• Waterproof and breathable

• 3M® reflection material

• Footbed anatomic and replaceable 4VUII

36 - 49

€149

FE
A
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R

E
S

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

• Touring sole with specific grip design to offer a superior stability 

on different grounds        

NEW
PRODUCT
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KART 2 BOOTS

• PU nubuck & polyester with mesh lining

• Reinforced heel & toe

• Double closure (velcro + laces) 4KAII

36 - 48

€79

FE
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E
S

TOURING • MAN • MID-SEASON

• Footbed anatomic and replaceable 

• 3M® reflection material
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KART EVO BOOTS

With these Kart Evolution boots you are all set and ready for epic summer rides. Their breathable material keeps your feet fresh and dry, 
while ankle protection, reinforcements at your heels and tips and 3M reflective details guarantee your safety. Close them tightly with the 
laces and the velcro strap, and enjoy your ride!

• Durable artificial leather

• Reinforcements at toes and heel

• Symmetrical shifting pad 4KAE

36 - 49

€79

FE
A
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E
S

LIFESTYLE • MAN/WOMAN • MID-SEASON

• 3M® reflective material

• Laces and velcro closure
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• High-quality PV coated leather

• Breathable wind- & waterproof HIPORA® membrane

• Adjustable velcro closure

LIFESTYLE • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

These Kart Leather boots feel just as good as they look. They are fully 
waterproof and breathable thanks to the HIPORA® membrane. With 
the laces and the velcro closure you can make them fit perfectly around 
your feet and ankles. The leather they are made of is PU coated cow hide, 
which is reinforced at the heels and tips. Extra assets: the ankle protec-
tion and Retro Reflex® details to increase your visibility.

FE
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36 - 47

€109

• Breathable wind- & waterproof HIPORA® membrane

• Adjustable velcro closure

• Slip resistant sole

LIFESTYLE • MAN • ALL SEASON

The Edge boots shares the DNA of the famous karting shoes with the 
main difference that the Edge also offers protection against the outside 
elements. The Edge is high enough to protect the ankles and has an dis-
creet semi-sporty look which makes it perfect for each day riders.

FE
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4EDWP

36 - 48

€99

4KAL

KART LEATHER BOOTS

EDGE BOOTS
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• Natural grain split

• 3 layer PES membrane

• TPE sole

• Ankle protection, reinforced heel & toe

TOURING • MAN • SUMMER

FE
A

TU
R

E
S

4TI

40 - 48

€129

TOURING • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

4TU

37 - 48

€139

TIMBER BOOTS

TURBO BOOTS

• PU coated leather

• Breathable wind- & waterproof HIPORA® membrane

• Ankle protection, shift pad, reinforced heel & toe

• Combination of zipper and velcro closure retro

• Retro Reflex® technology on the heel 

• Slip resistant sole

Do you like winter rides just as much as summer touring? 
Then these half-length Turbo motorcycle boots are made for you. 
The supple leather with the coating offers waterproofness in every season 
as well as a great fit. The reinforced tips, heels and ankles and the firm 
sole give your feet the protection they need. Really easy to put on with the 
zipper and velcro closure!

FE
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LIGHT BROWN URBAN BROWN
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8BAG

M - XL

€49

BALACLAVA SEAL
BASE LAYERS • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

• 2L laminated balaclava

• Warm and waterproof

• Seals the neck area between your collar and helmet

• Seamless and comfortable

• 3M® reflection

• Adjustable stretch cord

Keep the winter-cold out with this Balaclava Seal GORE-TEX®, which is lam-
inated for waterproofness. It seals the neck area completely, so wind and 
rain won’t get a chance, and thanks to the smooth fabric you don’t have to 
worry about uncomfortable seams either. It comes in two different sizes, 
both with 3M reflection for extra safety.

FE
A
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NEW
PRODUCT
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• Full face protection

• Windproof/Windzero technology

• Extra layer at the front for extra heat

• Comfort stretch and wind zero areas

• Light weight

BASE LAYERS • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

Comfortable base layer balaclava with comfort stretch and wind zero     
areas.

FE
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8BA

ONE SIZE

€29

BASE LAYERS • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

8BAP

ONE SIZE

€35

BALACLAVA

BALAPIT

• Windproof/Windzero technology

• Warm and breathable moisture wicking complete stretch material

• Full face design with integrated neck and shoulders covering

• Ergonomic fit

• Nose panel for easy breathing

Moisture wicking full-face stretch balaclava with neck and shoulder      
covering

FE
A

TU
R

E
S
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• Windproof/Windzero technology 

• Generous shoulder and chest coverage

• Stretch-to-fit

• Bibbed neck

• Cut nose piece

• Mesh mouth piece

BASE LAYERS • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

Face and neck warmer with generous shoulder and chest coverage

FE
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8BIP

ONE SIZE

€29

BASE LAYERS • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

8WZP

S - 4XL

€69

BIKE PIT

WINDZERO PANTS

• Windproof/Windzero technology

• For cold conditions

• Wicks moisture

• Stops skin sticking to outer layers

• Easy to wash

• Quick drying

A lightweight wicking base layer with good thermal properties that can 
be worn across a wide range of temperatures from extreme hot to cold. 
Fast drying and easy to wash so if you are travelling these can be rinsed 
out each night and will be ready to wear by the morning.

FE
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• Windproof/Winzero technology 

• Highly breathable and water repellent

• Ergonomic fit

• Mesh nose piece

• Moisture managing internals

BASE LAYERS • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

FE
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8NC

ONE SIZE

€19

BASE LAYERS • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

8WZT

S - 4XL

€79

NECK COVER

WINDZERO TOP

• Windproof/Windzero technology

• For cold conditions

• Wicks moisture

• Stops skin sticking to outer layers

• Easy to wash

• Quick drying

A lightweight wicking base layer with good thermal properties that can 
be worn across a wide range of temperatures from extreme hot to cold. 
Fast drying and easy to wash so if you are travelling these can be rinsed 
out each night and will be ready to wear by the morning.
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8NV

S - 6XL

€149

BASE LAYERS • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

• Persistent beading surface

• Water resistant

• Extremely breathable

• Totally windproof

When you get really, really cold, your brain instructs your body to go into 
emergency mode. Not so strange when you think about it, really. But it also 
explains why the Narvik jacket has been constructed the wayit has been. 
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NARVIK JACKET NEW
PRODUCT
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• Neon fabric combined with 3M® reflective strips

• Separatly wearable

• Highly breathable 2SBV

ONE SIZE

€39
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SAFETY BELT
ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

162

NEW
PRODUCT
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• Backpack with expendable storage layer.

• Volume: 21 L 

• Dimensions: 31.5*15.5*52.0 cm

• Reflective 3M® zones

• Chest and waist parachute fastening system

• Fluo yellow rain cover

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON
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BLACK (8MA)

ONE SIZE

€99

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

BLACK (8SP2)

ONE SIZE

€39

MAVERICK BACKPACK

SINGLE PADBAG

• Backpack with single carrying strap

• Volume 15 L

• Dimensions: 10.0*30.0*42.0cm

• Waist buckle closure

Looking for a backpack that is compact and handy? This might be it. It 
has a volume of 15 liters – enough to take the essentials with you on your 
bike – and a single carrying strap. The extra buckle around your waist will 
keep it steady on your back while you enjoy your ride.
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FLUO YELLOW

Not only is this Maverick bag made for all weather conditions, the re-
flective 3M® zones will also enhance your visibility on darker days and at 
night. Just fasten it around your chest and waist and it keeps your things 
dry and safe while you enjoy your ride. Need some extra storage place? 
Use the expendable layer to take everything you need with you on your 
bike.

FLUO YELLOW

NEW
PRODUCT

NEW
PRODUCT
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• Volume: 20L

• 100% water repellent

• 500D Polyester with PVC coated Tarpaulin

• Chest & waist buckle closure

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON
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BLACK (8B20)

ONE SIZE

€69

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

BLACK (8B30)

ONE SIZE

€69

H2O BACKPACK 20L

H2O BACKPACK 30L

• Volume: 30L

• 100% water repellent

• 500D Polyester with PVC coated Tarpaulin

• Chest & waist buckle closure
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GREY FLUO YELLOW

ORANGE FLUO YELLOW
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• Fluo rain cover included

• Volume 45 l

• Chest and waist buckle closure

• 2 large storage compartments

• Retro Reflex® decal

• Ready for D3O® back protector

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON
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BLACK (8PB)

ONE SIZE

€59

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

8PIB

ONE SIZE

€59

PADDOCK BACKPACK

PITSTOP BACKPACK

• Waterproof fluorescent cover included

• Volume: 40 L

• Dimensions: 34.0*22.0*45.0 cm

• Chest and waist buckle closure

• 2 large storage compartments

• Retro Reflex® decal
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FLUO YELLOW

ORANGE FLUO YELLOW
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• Backpack with expandable storage layer

• Volume 20L

• Dimensions: 32.0*21.5*41.5cm

• Chest & waist buckle closure

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON
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BLACK (8ROE)

ONE SIZE

€49

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

BLACK (8THB)

ONE SIZE

€69

ROADTRACKER EVO BACKPACK

TOP HELMET BACKPACK

• Volume: 20L

• Fluo yellow rain cover

• Chest and waist buckle closure

• Helmet storage capability

• Large side storage with zip

• 2 Practical storage pockets on the waist band
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FLUO YELLOW

GREY/FLUO
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• Waterproof fluo cover included

• Volume 30L

• Dimensions: 33.0*16.0*47.0cm

• Chest and waist buckle closure

• One large & one medium storage compartment

• Padded mesh bag for increased comfort

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

FE
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8STB

ONE SIZE

€59

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

8ULB

ONE SIZE

€29

STORM BREAK BACKPACK

UPPER LEG BAG

• Ergonomic fitting

• Adjustable double strap system around

• Middle & leg

• 2 storage compartments with TPR zipper puller

• Key holder on the inside
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• Volume: 10 L

• 30cm x 23cm x 26cm 

• Semi rigid construction

• Converts to carry case and shoulder bag

• Magnetic strips to attach to the bike tank

• Rain cover included

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

FE
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8DTB

ONE SIZE

€59

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

8SPTB

ONE SIZE

€120

DINKY TANKBAG

SPACE TANKBAG

• Volume: 19 L (27 L expanded)

• 34cm x 26cm x 22cm (34cm x 26cm x 30cm expanded)

• Magnetic attachment to the tank

• Easy to build in a GPS navigation system

• Multi holder separately available

• Rain cover included
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• Volume: 25 L

• 36cm x 27cm x 26cm 

• Strap on and magnetic fitting

• 3 separate removable compartments

• Transparent map window

• Rain cover included

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON
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BLACK (8MU)

ONE SIZE

€99

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

894TS

ONE SIZE

€59

MULTI TANKBAG

TS011 TANKBAG

• Volume: 15 L 

• 34cm x 33cm x 21cm 

• Magnetic attachment to the tank

• Transparent map window

• Rain cover included
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BLUE
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• Volume: 30 L 

• 47cm x 29cm x 32cm 

• Magnetic attachment to the tank

• Converts to carry case and shoulder bag

• Elastic strip to attach to the bike

• Rain cover included

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON
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8ROL

ONE SIZE

€89

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

8TWB

ONE SIZE

€120

ROLL TAILBAG

TWIN TAILBAG

• Volume: 20 L (x2) 

• 45cm x 23cm x 29cm (45cm x 32cm x 29cm expanded) (x2)

• Semi rigid construction

• Reflective elements to be more visible at night

• Carrying handles

• Rain cover included (x2)

FE
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• 100% waterproof (2L laminated 15.000mm)

• 3M® Scotchlite reflective stripes

• Vertical zipper closure system

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • WINTER
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2RS

S - 6XL

€99

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • WINTER

7RS

S - 6XL

€89

RAIN STRETCH JACKET

RAIN STRETCH PANTS

• 100% waterproof (2L laminated 15.000mm)

• 3M® Scotchlite reflective stripes

The RICHA® Rainstretch is a rain pants that is extremely smooth to put 
on. The reflectors provide you with a lot of visibility when driving in rain 
and during nighttime. This pants is designed to be worn on top of your 
regular motorcycle pants, which is why we recommend you taking the 
same size that you usually wear. If you’re unsure - pick a size larger.
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The RICHA® Rainstretch is a rain jacket that is extremely smooth to put 
on, since it has large straps on the zipper that are easy to pull even with 
gloves on. The color and the reflectors provide you with a lot of visibility 
when driving in rain and during nighttime. You can adjust the fit quickly 
and easily at the waist. This jacket is designed to be worn on top of your 
regular motorcycle clothes, which is why we recommend you taking the 
same size that you usually wear. If you’re unsure - pick a size larger.
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ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • WINTER

7RW

XS - 6XL

€39

• 100% Waterproof & Lined Hard Wearing Nylon

• 190T Polyester construction

• Double Velcro Legs for Tighter Fit

• Elasticated and Draw Cord Waist

• External pocket at rear

• Reflective printing

• Storage Bag Included

The RICHA® Rain Warrior Textile over pants is made from 100% Polyester 
making fully waterproof, hard wearing, light weight and agile:
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• 100% Waterproof

• 100% Polyester Fabric

• Adjustable Waist

• Reflective band

• Can be worn on top of clothing

• Storage Bag Included

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON
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BLACK (2RW)

XS - 5XL

€59

RAINWARRIOR JACKET

RAINWARRIOR PANTS

BLACK/FLUO YELLOW
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SAFETY MESH JACKET

SLEEVELESS SAFETY JACKET
ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

2SSJ

S - 6XL

€59

• 600D Polyester Oxford fabric 

• Mesh lining

• Adjustable waist

• 3M® reflective panels

• Fixed chest pocket with removable pad
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• Polyamide outshell with full mesh panels

• Comfort stretch for ergonomic flitting

• Full mesh panels in order not to block any ventilation panels on the jacket 

• Retro Reflex® technology prints ensure extra visibility

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON
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ORANGE (2SMJ)

XS - 6XL

€59

FLUO YELLOW
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8KS2

ONE SIZE

€35

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

• Hard wearing TPU outer

• Long-lasting construction

• Suitable for road & track

• Firm grip Velcro

• Available in 5 colours
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SLIDERS NEW
PRODUCT
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8FD

S - 4XL

€139

ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

• Prepared for chest compartment with removable D3O 

chest (prEN 1621-3:2016 level 1), 

• Shoulder and elbow (en1621-1:2012) and back protection 

upgradeable to D3O level 2 viper pro (prEN1621-2:2014).

• Fully breathable and lightweight
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FORCE JACKET NEW
PRODUCT
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ACCESSORIES • TEXTILE • CLEANING PRODUCTS

8RTL

€13

• Fluorine-free impregnating agents

• Based on silicone waxes and resins

• Deeply permeate the material structure and coat its fibers to provide excellent 

water repellency

• Functional textiles completely retain their breathability
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• Extremely water and dirt repellent

• Protection and impregnation spray for all leathers

• Keeps beautiful and robust

• Simply spray on the leather surface and allow to take effect

ACCESSORIES • LEATHER • CLEANING PRODUCTS
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8LS

€15

IMPREGNATION SPRAY

IMPREGNATION LIQUID
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• Re-activates the water-repellent properties

• Soaks into the pores of the leather and keeps it supple

• Allows the leather to retain its breathability and softens it

• Contains mineral oils mixed with high quality waxes

ACCESSORIES • LEATHER • CLEANING PRODUCTS
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8LV

€10

ACCESSORIES • LEATHER • CLEANING PRODUCTS

8RLC

€14

LEATHER GREASE

CLEANER SPRAY

• Condition & protect in one simple step to maintain any finished leather surface

• Protects all types of leather from sun damage, fading, drying & cracking
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ACCESSORIES • MAN/WOMAN • ALL SEASON

8BJC

ONE SIZE

€20

• 100% Leather with embossed design

• Can be used with wearers own belt (up to 5cm wide) or any belt

• Cut-out window on reverse side to accommodate jeans’ central belt loops

• Also available in black
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• Washes clothes and makes sure that it becomes water-repellent and             

breathable again

ACCESSORIES • LEATHER • CLEANING PRODUCTS
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8RTW

€11

TEX WASH LIQUID

BELT CONNECTOR

This small leather panel with zip attachment threads onto the wearer’s 
belt to allow denim riding jeans to connect with any RICHA® jacket.

BLACK
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POWERTECTOR® PROVIDES HIGH-QUALITY CE PROTECTORS FOR POWER SPORTS
& ACTION SPORTS, CE EN1621 CERTIFIED PROTECTION.

GORE-TEX® IS A 100% WATERPROOF, WINDPROOF AND HIGHLY
BREATHABLE OUTER SHELL—OFFERING UNSURPASSED DURABLE
WEARER COMFORT.

SCOTCHLITE™ REFLECTIVE MATERIAL GREATLY ENHANCES YOUR SAFETY
AT NIGHT AND IN LOW VISIBILITY SITUATIONS, CREATING AN EXTREMELY
BRIGHT IMAGE BY RETURNING LIGHT BACK TO THE LIGHT SOURCE.

FROM MOTOGP TO ON-ROAD AND OFF-ROAD, D3O® DELIVERS A WIDE RANGE
OF LEVEL 1 AND 2 CE EN1621 CERTIFIED PROTECTION. 
D3O® OFFERS THE NUMBER ONE CHOICE FOR IMPACT PROTECTION DELIVERING
COMFORT, FLEXIBILITY AND FIT.

 WATERPROOF AND BREATHABLE MEMBRANE

DUPONT™ CORDURA® IS A HIGH-TECH FABRIC, MADE OF
OF POLYAMIDE FIBREWITH AN AIRY STRUCTURE, WHICH MEETS THE 
HIGHEST STANDARDS IN TERMS OF STRENGTH AND DURABILITY BUT
REMAINING LIGHT AND STYLISH.

2 LAYER JACKETS/TROUSERS HAVE AN INSIDE REMOVABLE
WATERPROOF MEMBRANE OR REMOVABLE THERMO LINER. 

2/1

3 LAYER JACKETS/TROUSERS HAVE AN INSIDE REMOVABLE
WATERPROOF MEMBRANE & REMOVABLE THERMO LINER. 

3/1

RICHA® AIR VENTILATION/CIRCULATION SYSTEM THROUGH
CLOSABLE AIR VENT ZIPPERS, MESH PANELS, ...  AVS

SUPERFABRIC® TECHNOLOGY IS AN ADVANCED PROCESS THAT TRANSFORMS
ORDINARY FABRICS INTO UNIQUE, HIGHLY PROTECTIVE MATERIALS. MULTIPLE
PROTECTIVE SHIELDS ARE APPLIED CLOSE TO EACH OTHER WITHIN THE FABRIC,
BUT REMAIN SEPARATE TO ALLOW MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY. THESE MICRO
GUARD-PLATES PROVIDE AN ADDITIONAL LAYER OF PROTECTION, WITHOUT
ADDING WEIGHT, AND HELP PREVENT ABRASION TO UNDERLYING FABRICS.
SUPERFABRIC® IS FIVE TIMES MORE ABRASION-RESISTANT THAN LEATHER,
WITH JUST HALF THE WEIGHT.

CONTRA
GLIDE
TECHNOLOGY

RICHA® C.G.T. PREVENTS STOPS SLIDING OVER THE SEAT (ANTI-SLIP). 

YKK® VISLON® FRONT ZIPPER ARE MADE WITH DELRIN PLASTIC TEETH MOLDED
TO THE FABRIC TAPE EDGES. HIS CONSTRUCTION MAKES THEM STRONG AND
PRACTICALLY WEATHER PROOF, HAVING BEEN DESIGNED TO RESIST DAMAGE
FROM ULTRAVIOLET RAYS AND CORROSION.

MORE PASSIVE SAFETY WITH A MORE COMFORTABLE STRETCH MATERIAL.
EXTREMELY COMFORTABLE DUE TO THE HIGHLY ELASTIC OUTER MATERIAL.

PRIMALOFT® GOLD IS MADE OF MICROFIBERS THAT TRAP AND STORE BODY
HEAT IN A REMARKABLY LIGHT MATERIAL THAT AFFORDS GOOD GRIP.

3M™ THINSULATE™ INSULATION IS WARM YET LIGHTWEIGHT, POWERFUL
YET THIN.  IT HELPS TRAP BODY HEAT, WHILE ALLOWING MOISTURE TO ESCAPE.

TECHNOLOGY
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